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A new method for measuring the intensity of turbulence in the planetary bound-
ary layer was investigated, and showed high correlation with measurements from
weather radar. This method takes measurements of cell phone signal strength and
uses scintillation in the signal to estimate the strength of local turbulence. Using cell
phone signals provides unique measurement advantages: it is a passive measurement
method, it is not strongly aﬀected by precipitation, and one device can potentially
measure several paths at once. The measurements were taken using an Android cell
phone running a custom built application. Turbulence was quantiﬁed using the index
of refraction structure constant, C2n, which is related to the amount of energy in the
turbulence. The goal of the investigation was to determine if C2n values calculated
from the cell phone signal power show a relationship to C2n measurements taken over
the communication path. Based on the strength of the agreement between measure-
ments made by the new method and those done with an established method, it is
concluded that turbulence changes can be measured using cell phone signals.
The correlation of C2n values measured using the two methods was calculated for 42
periods of about 12 hours each. Correlation varied over the 42 periods, but was high
and statistically signiﬁcant in most measurements. The mean absolute value of peak
Pearson correlation was 0.5865 with a mean p-value of 0.0251. Standard deviations
of these values are 0.2311 and 0.0264, respectively. The standard deviations are
relatively high due to two outliers where the correlation was particularly low. This
thesis presents the experimental work that was done, the results of the work, the
author’s interpretation of the results, and suggestions for continued research.
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TURBULENCE MEASUREMENT IN THE ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY
LAYER USING CELLULAR TELEPHONE SIGNALS
I. Introduction
What follows is an introduction to the motivation for this research; the concepts
and terminology that will be used; and a brief survey of similar research. The next
chapter will provide a more detailed background on turbulence in general, turbulence
in the boundary layer , scintillation from turbulence, the C2n parameter, and the rele-
vant characteristics of the cell phone signals that will be used. Chapter III will discuss
the measurement method. This will include a description of the equipment used, the
sources of weather and radar data, software that was written, and the processes used
in taking and comparing measurements. In Chapter IV the measurements will be
presented, along with their interpretation and statistical analysis. Measurements will
also be compared with local weather events, and the chapter will address plots with
low correlation. The ﬁnal chapter includes the conclusions drawn from this work, and
suggestions for follow-on research. Because some terms used in this text have multi-
ple meanings or interpretations and to help with technical terms that are not widely
known, a glossary is provided with intended deﬁnitions of these terms. These terms
will be written in italics when they ﬁrst appear in a chapter. Several appendixes are
provided as well for ancillary information about the experiment.
Understanding and measuring turbulence within the (planetary) boundary layer
is important for improving the eﬀectiveness of many DoD systems. The boundary
layer is the lowest atmospheric layer, and is where almost all human activity occurs.
In this layer, temperature, pressure, and humidity variations aﬀect the index of re-
1
fraction of air leading to amplitude and phase scintillation in EM waves [2] [15] [6].
Understanding the eﬀects and current state of turbulence in the boundary layer is im-
portant to the continued development and improvement of directed energy weapons,
communications, navigation, and remote sensing systems.
Knowing the energy proﬁle of turbulence allows for a more accurate estimation
of how well many DoD systems will perform. This can provide more eﬃcient use of
these systems. For example, the eﬀective range of a laser weapon is limited by the
strength of turbulence on the path to the target. Knowing the intensity of turbulence
allows a laser to be used at maximum range with less chance of wasting a pulse when
the probability of a kill is too low. For mission use, remote measurements provide
the only reasonable method of obtaining current and accurate C2n values. Predicting
turbulence is not practical, because the length of time over which numerical mod-
els are accurate decreases as the size of the cells being modeled decrease [10]. For
turbulence proﬁling, prediction would require grid spacing on the order of centime-
ters, which leads to accurate prediction time scales of a few seconds. Currently, C2n
can be statistically predicted from weather conditions, but the predictions have an
uncertainty that is too large to be useful. Current measurement techniques like scin-
tillometers and temperature probes are not practical for use in missions. This leaves
remote sensing methods as the only practical way to measure turbulence proﬁles.
Real-time remote measurement methods are the subject of recent research, [8] [7] and
the motivation for this project.
Fiorino and others [8] [7] were able to use clear-air weather radar returns to mea-
sure C2n proﬁles. This provided a unique real-time, 3-D turbulence proﬁling capabil-
ity. The real time, persistent, and remote measurements provided by the weather
Radar returns has great advantages over conventional turbulence measurement tech-
niques. The ﬁdelity is much greater than using a statistically derived turbulence
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energy distribution that is based on local weather conditions. At the same time,
the use of these signals provides greater coverage than traditional methods including
transmitter-to-receiver measurements done with laser or RF scintillometers, or ther-
mal probes. However, weather radars have a few disadvantages: they can only detect
turbulence in clear conditions, and they are limited in how often they take measure-
ments. For the local NEXRAD radar in Wilmington, the scan time is a little over 9
minutes. Weather modeling can help to ﬁll in part of this dwell period, but most of it
will remain unknown. Finally, weather radar returns from clear air are of a relatively
low intensity. This can reduce the range at which the radar can measure turbulence,
leaving gaps in the area that is covered by radar. In Figure 1, plots of radar returns
from the Wilmington Ohio Nexrad Radar are shown demonstrating varied coverage
in an area.
These advantages and disadvantages of the weather radar method inspired this
investigation. This work builds on the work of Fiorino and others by extending
their method to scintillation measurements of cell-phone signals. This study suggests
that measurements from cell-phone signals can augment the functionality of weather
Radar: allowing C2n to be measured in real time, wherever cell phone coverage is
available, and during times of precipitation.
The cell phone method will not be able to provide the wide area coverage of
a weather radar. Furthermore, there is not a historical backlog of measurements
like weather radar. The expected beneﬁts of using cell phone signals as opposed to
weather radar returns comes from the wide coverage area of cell phone service, the
constant availability of base station signals, and the weaker interaction of cell phone
bands with precipitation. This leads to an extended coverage area, the ability to take
continuous measurements in one location, and the ability to take measurements in all
weather conditions.
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Figure 1. Four plots from the Wilmington Nexrad radar showing varied levels of clear
air coverage. Clockwise from top left: Zoom of the Dayton area where measurements
were taken with moderate coverage; Strong coverage with some range reduction due to
the weather front; poor coverage that is possibly due to weather system to the south;
Good coverage with long range.
Cell phone signals will provide a higher temporal resolution than radar, and multi-
ple base stations may be used at once to provide a limited 3-D mapping of turbulence
in an area. This provides a good synergy with the radar measurements. The radar
measurements may be used to develop methods for extrapolating turbulence distri-
butions in an area based on cell phone measurements of C2n over several paths. By
combining the two sensing methods, a persistently updated 3-D map of turbulence in
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an area may be maintained.
In some cases, the returns from turbulence are relatively weak and may limit
the range of the radar method. Wide availability of cell phone signals will allow
for measurements to be taken in areas that are too far from weather radar stations
to use Fiorino’s method, or in situations where turbulence returns are masked by
returns oﬀ precipitation. As an added beneﬁt, this would be the ﬁrst passive method
for sensing C2n known to the author. This could be important in situations where
stealth is required. Furthermore, the method is expected to be cost eﬀective, with an
initial implementation done using data collection software running on a commercial
Android phone. Improved measurement methods are expected to be possible with
purpose built hardware. The cost of this hardware is expected to be low because of
the strong commercial development of RF equipment in cell phone bands.
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II. Theoretical Background
Turbulence and Structure Functions
Stating that we are ’measuring’ turbulence is used for the sake of simplicity, but the
radar and phone measurement methods and how they react to the state of turbulence
is important for understanding how measurements should relate. Many dimensions
of the turbulence could be measured. What we are looking for is a description of
how strongly the turbulence will eﬀect EM propagation. For a measurement, it is
often convenient to describe the interaction with a single number. Turbulence, in
this case will be described by how strongly it changes the power and phase of EM
waves after propagating a known distance. The single number that will be used is
called a structure constant . A short introduction to turbulence is presented. This
is then used to develop the concept of structure constants, and how they relate to
scintillation. The following sections of this chapter will explore what is presented
here, but in more depth. For a more detailed explanation of these concepts there
are many good works on atmospheric turbulence and scintillation. For atmospheric
turbulence, Robert Brown’s book is a good source. [3] Tatarskii’s report on turbulence
and scintillation provides an excellent development of structure functions and energy
distributions used to model turbulence. [15] Ishimaru’s book on scattering by random
media is an excellent source for information on scintillation and its relationship to
turbulence power spectrums. [9]
In Fluid Mechanics of the Atmosphere Robert Brown deﬁnes turbulence as ”the
term for ﬂuid ﬂow wherein the path of an individual parcel of ﬂuid is random, and thus
unpredictable.” This deﬁnition is good in that it captures two important points that
will lead us to structure functions: turbulence is a type of ﬂuid ﬂow, and turbulence
is random or unpredictable. Because turbulence is a ﬂuid ﬂow, it should be possible
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to describe the ﬂow using characteristics that are common to all ﬂows. Since our
measurements are based on EM propagation, it is worthwhile to identify the ﬂuid ﬂow
characteristics that will eﬀect the EM response of the air that the waves propagate
through. Since this work is concerned with power measurements, Doppler eﬀects
caused by ﬂow velocities will be ignored. This leaves the eﬀects of bending, slowing,
and scattering of EM waves. These are all caused by spatial and changes in the index
of refraction along the propagation path of the wave.
The power of the waves at a receiver depends on how strongly the waves are
scattered, focused, and defocused as they propagate along their path. All of these
processes are a result of changes in the index of refraction that the wave encounters as
it propagates. The index of refraction variation depends on variations in temperature,
pressure, and composition. In a turbulent ﬂow, the motion causes these properties to
vary from point to point and over time. Scintillation at the receiver is thus dependent
on variations in the refractive index induced by turbulence. Stronger turbulence
results in greater variation in the index of refraction which lead to bigger ﬂuctuations
in power.
The spatial variation is unpredictable and is a deﬁning characteristic of a turbulent
ﬂow. However, the structure is not an evenly distributed random variation about
some mean value. There is a characteristic structure and shape to turbulent ﬂows.
Turbulence is characterized by whorls of varying size and random placement. An
example of turbulent structure is presented in Figure 2. For turbulent gasses the
motion of the whorl causes a centrifugal force that compresses air near the outer
edge, and rareﬁes the center. The speed of the process causes the pressure changes
of a given parcel to be approximately adiabatic. This leads to large scale gradients
of pressure, temperature, and humidity across the whorl. These gradients manifest
themselves as gradients in the index of refraction.
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Figure 2. False color image of turbulence induced by a submerged jet made visible by
laser induced ﬂuorescence. The image is owned by C. Fukushima and J. Westerweel,
Technical University of Delft, The Netherlands, and is used without permission or
endorsement of this work under the Creative Commons license.
For variations in the index of refraction, the largest eddies behave like lenses: fo-
cusing the radiation. Smaller eddies disrupt the phase front of plane waves, causing
defocusing eﬀects similar to imperfections in lenses. All sizes of whorls scatter radi-
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ation as well. For turbulence these optical eﬀects depend on spatial changes in the
index of refraction. For this reason the average index has no eﬀect on scintillation,
and has little meaning. Instead, the average variation, or gradient, in the index of
refraction is the quantity that is measured. The structure constant used to describe
the average strength of index variation is C2n.
Turbulence in the Planatary Boundary Layer
In ﬂuid mechanics the Reynolds number is used to help characterize the likely
nature of a ﬂow. Turbulent eddies will arise in ﬂuids when the Reynolds number





where V is the velocity of the ﬂuid, L is a characteristic length, and ν is the viscosity of
the ﬂuid. This equation captures the fact that turbulence depends on the energy and
geometry of a ﬂuid ﬂow and the viscosity of the ﬂuid involved. Viscosity depends on
many physical parameters of the ﬂuid, but for purposes of boundary layer dynamics,
we will consider it to be a constant. From this equation it can be seen that if the
viscosity and wind speed are held constant, then turbulent motion will form past
some characteristic length. The formation of turbulence has to do with the sheer
stress created by changes in velocity within a given space. For ﬂuid motion across
a surface, the characteristic length assures that a ﬂow will become turbulent once it
has passed a given distance. The Earth’s surface is a rough and complicated surface,
with air ﬂows being continuously driven from many sources. The low viscosity of air,
ν ≈ 15 × 10−6m2/s, leads to short characteristic lengths. Even without other wind
sources, the diurnal heating and cooling of the Earth’s surface creates enough vertical
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motion to ensure that a region of constant turbulence exists.
This region of turbulent motion near a surface is called the boundary layer. In
the case of the ﬂow of the atmosphere over the Earth’s surface the boundary layer
comprises the region extending from the ground level to a height that is typically
between 500 m and 3,000 m [3] [10]. Within this layer eddies range in size from being
as large as the height above ground all the way down to a smallest scale which is
typically on the order of a centimeter. [9] Within an eddy, the air swirls create a
localized gradient of the index of refraction. In addition to this index variation from
turbulence, there is vertical gradient in the index of refraction. This is caused by
the exponential decay of pressure with height induced by gravity. The vertical index
gradient results in a vertical stratiﬁcation of C2n.
In the case of boundary layer wind, the largest whorls are roughly as big as the
height above ground level. This dimension is referred to as the outer scale of the
turbulence [15], and is commonly denoted by L0. The turbulent motion leads to
constant advection of air within the boundary layer. This advective motion mixes
the air well and creates fairly constant water mixing ratio and potential temperature
at all heights of the layer. The advection of air by the turbulence also causes the
absolute temperature and relative humidity of the air to change as it moves trough
regions of varying pressure. Since the index of refraction of air is a function of the
density and humidity, the variations in density and relative humidity become spatial
and temporal variations in the index of refraction [15].
A dynamics theory of ﬂuids in the regime of very high Reynolds numbers was
developed by Kolmogorov in 1941. Kolmogorov’s theory showed good agreement with
observation and subsequently became the basis for turbulence theory in the boundary
layer. [15] Kolmogorov’s theory states that, in the regime of high Reynolds numbers,
the rate of energy loss into heat for turbulent ﬂows is much less than the amount of
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kinetic energy within the eddy. Therefore, as an eddy breaks apart into smaller eddies,
most of the kinetic energy of the system is transferred into the smaller eddies, with
an insigniﬁcant portion becoming heat. As the eddy breaks apart, however, the scale
length reduces, increasing the rate of heat dissipation. At some smallest dimension,
l0, called the inner scale of the turbulence, the dissipation into heat begins to become
appreciable. At this point the eddy losses to heat dominate as the eddy dissolves
into the random motion of heat. Eddies whose size lies between the inner and outer
scales are considered within the inertial subrange and are described by Kolmogorov’s
theory. Within this regime the statistical distribution of energy as a function of eddy
size can be characterized with a turbulence spectrum. The spectrum of the turbulent
energy can be approximately related to its interaction with waves by the C2n constant.
Due to its chaotic nature, Turbulence is handled using statistical methods. It
would be convenient if the average index of refraction, < n >, and the variance of the
index, σ2n, could be deﬁned. However, due to the nature of turbulence, these values,
< n > and σ2n, are themselves randomly varying in space and time. They can only be
considered statistically homogeneous for such short times and distances, that these
properties are not useful for our purposes. However, the statistical distribution of
the diﬀerence in n as a function of separation, n(r) − n(r + Δr) is approximately
stationary for a large enough region, and for a long enough time span to be useful for
describing the propagation of EM waves. [9]
A very good development of structure functions and constants for use in describing
turbulence is given in appendices A & B of Ishimaru’s book on propagation through
random media. [9]. Based on this work, a brief summary of the motivation and
meaning of the C2n structure constant is presented here. This is included to help in
understanding the measurement process.
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In one dimension, the average change in n for a change in position, x is deﬁned as
< Δn(Δx) >=< n(x)− n(x+Δx) > . (2)
Here Δx indicates a ﬁnite change in position x, n(x) is the index of refraction as a
function of position, and the <> indicates the expected value of the quantity in the
brackets. From this deﬁnition of Δn(Δx) we further require that < Δn(Δx) > is only
a function of Δx. Furthermore we require that < |Δn(Δx)|2 > is only a function of
Δx. From this we can show that Δn(Δx) has the form
< Δn(Δx) >= cΔx. (3)
This is shown in [9] by taking the derivative of (2) with respect to x. Since Δn
only depends on Δx, the derivative is
dn
dx
< n(x)− n(x+Δx) >= dn
dx
< n(x) > −dn
dx
< n(x+Δx) >= 0. (4)
From (4) it can be seen that dn
dx
< n(x) > must be constant, so < n(x) > has the
form < n(x) >= cn + b. This leads to
dn
dx
< n(x) > −dn
dx
< n(x+Δx) >= cn− cn− cΔx = −cΔx, (5)
and since c is an unknown constant, the negative sign on the RHS can be ignored.
The constant in this equation is known as a structure constant for the variation of
Δn(Δx). So, structure constants describe how strongly a parameter is expected to
change with a given change in distance, or time. Changes in the index of refraction
are slow enough to be considered static for EM waves. Cn thus describes the average
variation in n with respect to a change in position.
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Figure 3. Cartoon of index variance in plane transverse to the direction of propagation.
The reason that the Cn constant is typically squared is because of the way that
EM propagation is modeled. The variation of n in the plane that is transverse to the
direction of propagation is important for determining the geometric optical properties
of the medium. A good comparison can be made to the optical properties of ﬁber
optics or laser gain medium. In these mediums the index also varies with position.
For a derivation of optical properties of ﬁber optics and laser cavities see section
2.12 of Verdeyen’s book on lasers. [16] The important concept to be gained from
Veredyen’s examples is that the variation of the index of refraction in the plane that
is perpendicular to propagation causes focusing of radiation, as if the radiation had
passed through a lens. The equivalent ’lens’ is a function of the length of the optic,
and the structure of the variation of the index of refraction. However, focusing does
not depend on variations in the direction of propagation. In Figure 3, the direction
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of propagation is depicted along with the plane where variation is important. The Cn
constants for both perpendicular dimensions end up multiplied together, leading to
C2n. For development of scintillation in the next section, a paraxial approximation is
assumed: that variation in the perpendicular plane is locally isotropic and homoge-
neous. This removes the need for covariance terms, and allows for the variance of n to
be described identically is both dimensions of the plane perpendicular to propagation.
In three dimensions it is possible that the variation in n also depends on direction
of displacement in addition to the distance displaced. However, within the boundary
layer, the well-mixed nature of the air leads to the index variation being locally
constant in the horizontal direction. In the vertical direction the index variation has a
strong logarithmic signal due to the air pressure dependence on height. For this study,
the practices of previous works will be followed and the vertical variation C2n will be
ignored. This approximation will not likely aﬀect this work because measurements of
the same path using diﬀerent instruments are being compared. So, the gravitational
variation should eﬀect both measurements equally and be transparent in the results.
Refraction and Scintillation
The index of refraction structure has three eﬀects on EM waves. The largest
eddies act as lenses and are responsible for focusing of the radiation. In focusing
eﬀects, the refractive index variations follow the principals of geometric optics. The
smaller eddies create dispersive eﬀects which aﬀect the coherence of wavefronts and
limit the strength of the focusing by large eddies. Focusing eﬀects are created by






F is the length of the ﬁrst Fresnel zone, x is half the distance from the transmitter
to receiver, and λ is the wavelength of the EM wave. The largest eddies are typically
on the order of the atmospheric boundary layer [9], and cell phone wavelengths used
in this study are about 16 cm.
As with any optical system, the focusing strength of turbulence is inversely propor-
tional to the ratio of the optic size and the wavelength. [1] For this reason scintillation
from turbulence focusing is more pronounced for the short wavelengths of visible light
and Infra-Red (IR) than for the relatively long wavelengths of RF systems. Most mod-
ern scintillometers for measuring turbulence use a laser or microwave source as the
transmitter. Because the wavelengths used by cell phones are around 15,000 times
longer than near-IR wavelengths, the cell phone scintillation eﬀect is expected to be
quite small compared to laser scintillation.
C2n is measured by looking at ﬂuctuations in the power received from a source.
It is assumed that the power of the source is known, and the power at the receiver
would be some known value if not for the eﬀects of the turbulence. Radar power
received is based on scattering and reﬂection oﬀ the turbulent eddies. It can be
shown [1] that when an EM wave passes through a region with a variation in the
index of refraction, that part or all of the energy will be redirected, depending on the
geometry of the wave and the index variation. Radar measures the intensity of the
EM wave that is reﬂected back to the radar by the turbulence. The amount of energy
returned is related to the strength of the index variation, and thus the strength of
the turbulence. Scintillometers are diﬀerent in that they look at the portion of the
wave that is transmitted by the medium. Typical scintillometers measure the power
received over an aperture. The turbulence causes the power to vary as the eddies
in the propagation path change shape and intensity. The strength of the power
variation is used to predict the strength of the turbulence. The development of the
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scintillation relationship used for these scintillometers has the approximation that the
backscattering is negligible, and that λ < l0. [9]
There are several diﬀerences in a cell phone scintillometer that may cause inaccu-
racy in its C2n estimates. Cell phone wavelengths are about 16 cm, so the assumption
that the wavelength is smaller than the eddies is true for part of the turbulent spec-
trum, but not all. The smallest eddies are much less than a cell phone wavelength,
and so they are not likely to have signiﬁcant eﬀects on the cell-phone scintillometer.
However, mid-scale eddies may introduce some additional eﬀects like defocus near
the receiver. By changing the index near the transmitter, larger eddies may alter
the multi-path beam steering, causing additional scintillation. This eﬀect is explored
more in Appendix A.
There are likely to be signiﬁcant scattering losses from the inner scale eddies,
and the cell phone may receive energy from several paths at once. Despite these
diﬀerences, the direct path refraction process will still cause ﬂuctuations in the signal
power, and focusing eﬀects will still be present. The equations developed for optical
scintillometers are primarily based on these processes. It was expected that since the
processes they model should still be present for cell phone signals, that equation 7
may be able to extract the turbulence signal in cell phone scintillation. The high
correlation when this equation was used suggests that this expectation was met. In
fact, the scattering losses and multipath eﬀects may have increased scintillation, which
would explain the large C2n values obtained.
Rayleigh scattering may be more prevalent for the cell phone band than radar.
This is expected because more of the spectrum will be in the Rayleigh range for the
cell band. This may induce stronger power loss as Rayleigh scattering sends energy
back more strongly than Mie scattering. Despite the fact that scattering by near
and sub-wavelength whorls is not captured in the optical scintillation equation, the
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driving process of the scattering is still the same. For this reason, the trends of
the measurement should still track well, even if the values are wrong. Comparison to
radar measurements was expected to be good because the cell phone would experience
scattering, just like the radar. Since the wavelengths are similar, it is expected that
even if the turbulence spectrum at the inner scale is not Kolmogorov, the scattering
scintillation in both devices will still correlate.
Scattering, focusing, and dispersion eﬀects are expected to be experienced dif-
ferently for the cell phone than it is for laser and IR scintillometers. Due to the
spread-spectrum Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) bandwidth sharing tech-
niques, the cell phone may alias phase scintillation eﬀects into power scintillation
measurements. While a full study of how turbulence aﬀects CDMA receivers is be-
yond this work, some hypotheses are presenting in Appendix A. Additionally, the
dispersive eﬀects experienced by the beam optics of traditional scintillometers are not
expected to manifest in cell phone scintillometry. In traditional scintillometers, dis-
persion manifests as phase incoherence across the receiving aperture, creating peaks
and nulls across a planar aperture. [13] These eﬀects are averaged out by using a large
receiving aperture. Their aperture is many times the wavelength being propagated,
and their measurement period is much longer than the wave period. This leads to typ-
ical scintillometers being time and space averaging devices. The cell phone antenna is
a sub-wavelength device, and the sampling period is at least twice the bandwidth in
order to meet Nyquist sampling constraints. Because of this the cell phone does not
average over space or time. This may cause increased fading due to mutual interfer-
ence of the cell phone wave arriving along diﬀerent paths. Also, frequency dependent
phase variation will could cause shifts in the steering of the phased array and timing
of the rake ﬁlter used in communication. This may cause variation in the paths that
the phone receives from, and reduce the eﬀectiveness of the rake ﬁlter.
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Because the eﬀects of boundary layer scintillation on CDMA signal power levels are
not well understood, C2n will be calculated using a standard scintillometer equation.
It was not expected that this equation would be accurate, but that it would provide





Here k ≈ 39.8m−1 is the angular wavenumber for the center of the cell phone band,
approximately 1900 MHz; x11/6 is the path distance, and σ2
1
is the Rytov variance.
For small scintillation, where σ2
1
<< 1, the Rytov variance is approximately equal to
the scintillation index: σ2
1
≈ σ2I . Even for strong turbulence, C2n = 10−8, the Rytov
variance in the cell phone band is less than 0.04 for a 1 km path. The scintillation
index is given as [2]
σ2I =
< I2 > − < I >2
< I >2
. (8)
Here, I is the signal intensity, and the angle brackets denote the ensemble average.
The nature of the signal presents several advantages and challenges to measuring
C2n. Cell phone bands are at lower frequencies than those typically used for turbulence
measurements, leading to possible concerns about the Fresnel zone size. The CDMA
band used in the study is roughly 600 MHz wide and centered around 1900 MHz
with tower spacing of around 1 to 10 km [5]. This gives an variation in F , the
Fresnel size of the ﬁrst Fresnel Zone, of 8.7 to 46 meters for a receiver placed half-
way between towers. This indicates that the F may be greater than the outer scale
of the turbulence L0 for long transit paths from tower to ground as in Figure 4.
If measurements are taken in this regime, F > L0, the phone optical response will
not be likely to correlate to other turbulence measurements. Apparently, it will be
important to avoid taking measurements close to the ground and over long paths, as
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the predictions of turbulence may be invalid. This regime can be avoided by choosing
the geometry so that the receiver is close to several towers or by elevating the receiver.
In this study, measurements were taken along a 630 m path, leading to a ﬁrst Fresnel
zone of 9.6 meters. Based on observations of the path, the First Fresnel zone is clear.
Figure 4. Above: A receiver that is close enough to a transmitter so that the Fresnel
zone, F, is less than the scale height. Below: Moving the same receiver away from the
transmitter causes the Fresnel zone to grow larger than the turbulence scale height.
In summary, the inner scale of turbulence is about 10x less than the wavelength
involved, so the smallest eddies will act as random scatterers. As mentioned, the
receiver’s largest dimension ( 11.5 cm) is less than a wavelength, the de-phasing
eﬀects of the wavefront near a laser scintillometer’s aperture are not expected to be
present. However, multipath, and array phasing losses have not been investigated,
and may contribute more to scintillation than is captured in the development of
equation 7. However, the ﬁrst Fresnel zone is easily clear of any obstructions, so the
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focusing scintillation eﬀects should be present. The process that may cause multipath
scintillation is still tied to the turbulence power spectrum described by C2n. This may
partially explain the overestimates of C2n predicted by the cell phone scintillation and
the strong correlation of the trends in C2n measurements taken by the phone and
the radar. Hypotheses of the signiﬁcance of these eﬀects are presented as topics for
further research in Chapter V.
Cell Phone Signal Characteristics
Measuring C2n will make use of signal power levels received by an Android
 phone
using the Sprint network. This section addresses some factors of cell phone design
that will aﬀect the phones ability to measure scintillation from turbulence.
Sprint uses CDMA in order to service accounts for both data and voice. While the
speciﬁcs of CDMA are not the focus of this research, it is presented because of its im-
portance to how the signal power is measured. CDMA is a spread-spectrum technique
for dividing up the information capacity of an allotted band between multiple users.
Spread-spectrum techniques are a class of channel capacity division techniques where
every user makes continuous use of the entire frequency band to send and receive data.
The resource division occurs by allotting portions of the total available signal power
to each user. Synchronous CDMA is used for base station to phone communications
and asynchronous CDMA is used for communications in the other direction [12]. The
simpler synchronous method is outlined in some detail in Appendix A followed by a
short summary on how this relates to measuring scintillation. Asynchronous CDMA
is similar to synchronous, and the diﬀerences are not expected to be relevant to this
work. In either form of CDMA, each user has a unique key that is used to encode
their data. For an example consider a synchronous CDMA, 256 user cell. Each user
gets a 256 bit key for encoding and decoding data transmitted from the base station
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to the phone. In order to receive data, the phone must use its key to decode the signal
it receives. The base station tells each user what key they will be using. The signal
power the phone reports is the power of the signal after the decoding process has
taken place. Because the signal must be decoded ﬁrst, the phone may be susceptible
to eﬀects on the decoding process that conventional scintillometers ignore.
It is also important to note that a user’s signal power is only part of the total
power broadcast by each transmitter. The user’s signal is summed with all of the
other signals that the base station is broadcasting. The base station can vary the
portion of the power that each user is allotted, and the number of users sharing the
same power can vary dynamically. This may lead to short term scintillation in the
user’s signal power. However, these variations are likely to be on the order of the users
bit rate, in the sub-millisecond regime. This scintillation is expected to average out
by the relatively long, 1 Hz power measurement frequency. The base station output
power may vary as well. Since the power levels were not available, these ﬂuctuations
are not accounted for. However, the high correlation suggests that base-station power
variation is not severe or occurs at a dissimilar rate from turbulence scintillation.
The base station uses a rake ﬁlter in order to make use of multiple transmit paths.
This ﬁlter allows for the signal to arrive along several paths, and thus be inﬂuenced
by turbulence from diﬀerent locations. The ﬁlter is similar in principal to the method
of steering a phased array, but the ﬁlter is applied in pre-processing of each user’s
signal. The phasing in the rake ﬁlter is based on the lags and relative strengths of
cross-correlation peaks in the signal being returned from the phone. Each base sta-
tion sends out an identiﬁcation and synchronization signal that is used by users in the
base-station’s cell to set their phone’s transmitter strength, reception gain, and some
of their encoding and decoding parameters. When a user is far from the tower, the
phone will increase its transmitter power, lower its receiver attenuation, and increase
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the number of codes that are used to send each bit. The last two adjustments may
make the received signal power appear larger, without increasing the EM ﬁeld ampli-
tude of the signal. C2n measurements assume that the signal power is constant except
for variations caused by turbulence. Changes in the receiver gain or transmitter par-
titioning of signal power will aﬀect the C2n value. Obviously, any of these adjustments
by the phone, which are not tracked, will cause errors in C2n measurements. However,
like the power variations done by the tower, the phone’s power adjustments are on
the sub-second scale, and the trends that are being investigated are on larger time
scales. For this reason, small and fast adjustments may average out and not severely
eﬀect the correlation of recorded data to C2n changes. The eﬀects of these signal ad-
justments can be minimized because the greatest non-turbulence changes in strength
are the free-space path loss and multi-path fading. Changes from both of these eﬀects
should be reduced by keeping the phone stationary.
A problem that turbulence may cause for digital signals is that it may distort the
phase and power of the various frequency components diﬀerently. This will lead to
dispersion in the signal, and cause some of the power of the signal to be lost. This is
because the signal power is based on the peak correlation of the received signal and
the users key. Varying the phase and amplitude of the signal’s frequency components
will, in most cases, reduce the correlation of the signals. Estimating these eﬀects can
be done more easily in the frequency domain. The codes used for encoding user data
that is received from the base station are a set of N = 4m orthogonal binary sequences
known as Walsh codes (m is an integer). These codes are mixed with data to be sent
as well as encoding strings and random noise intended to smooth out the power in the
signal, reducing bursts that the digital data may create. When the phone is not in
use, information about the cell, traﬃc, and other information is being sent via speciﬁc
Walsh codes in order to keep the phone updated. These codes are what is typically
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being read to determine the signal power. An example of how the combination of
phase and frequency scintillation within the band can provide variation in the average
power of a processed signal is demonstrated in Appendix A.
CDMA is used by Sprint R©, and Verizon R©, and some Asian carriers. The other
leading cell-technology, GSM, is used by most European carriers, as well as AT&T R©and
T-Mobile R©. GSM uses a form of channel resourse allocation where each user is given
a portion of the spectrum to use for communication. GSM may be usable for mea-
suring C2n, but only CDMA was used in this study.
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III. Experimental Design and Methods
Experiment Overview
This experiment has four major sections to it: measurement and data collection
using the phone, measurement and data collection using the radar, calculation of C2n
from measurement sources, and ﬁnally comparing the results of both methods. Details
of these topics, and a description of how they were accomplished are presented in the
following sections. This section will present on overview of the experiment.
There are some conditions, which have not been accounted for, where the phone
and radar measurements are not expected to correlate. These are when the radar and
phone are measuring diﬀerent paths, when the radar is measuring reﬂectivity from
precipitation instead of turbulence, and when bugs in the phone’s logging software
causes two few data points to be present to calculate a proper power variance. The
ﬁrst condition could happen due to multipath and reﬂection, or motion of the phone.
The other two can be detected by looking at local weather observations, and the
condition of the phone’s data. Correlations under these conditions were much lower,
and the data subject to these conditions artiﬁcially reduced the correlation of the
measurements. Despite this, the correlation of the data was still quite high.
No attempt has been made to remove most of the bad data caused by these
conditions. Strong drops in the scintillation index caused by too few data points were
removed from the phone data. These drops created spikes in the phone’s C2n data. The
spikes would be several orders of magnitude greater than other variations in the data.
These values are considered to be system noise and their values are not representative
of turbulence intensity. Since they signiﬁcantly reduce correlation, and were easy to
diﬀerentiate from normal data, these data points were removed before correlating the
data. Correlations after removing these points was still high, no added value was seen
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in spending time to remove the other eﬀects. Surface weather observations from a
nearby airport were downloaded for comparison with the C2n data, and observations
of the phone data logs were done for data sets that showed low correlation. These
could explain most, but not all, of the remaining low correlation data sets.
Figure 5. Satellite image of Transmitter to Receiver path. The path length is 623 m.
The distance from the KILN radar (not shown) is 42 km. Image copyright owned by
c©Google 2011.
For this work, an ancillary goal was to make use of available resources, and not re-
quire the purchase of specialized equipment. Because of this, the phone that was used
was not a dedicated measurement device, and measurement locations were restricted
by the need for the phone to serve as a phone. In some cases, the phone may have
been moving in a car, with the path location changing quickly. This may have caused
some phone measurements to be spatially uncorrelated with radar measurements. A
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single path had to be deﬁned for each radar calculation. The path chosen is based
on the phone and tower location stamps from a single measurement. The path is
taken from a time close to when the weather radar ﬁle was recorded. In cases when
the phone was traveling, the C2n measurements are not expected to correlate to the
associated radar measurement.
Even though the phone moved while taking some measurements, most measure-
ments are from the same location. A satellite view of the path location is depicted
in Figure 5. Notice that part of the path is obstructed by a neighboring house. This
may have reduced signal correlation somewhat because the direct path passes through
this structure. However, most of the path would likely be seeing the same turbulence
that the radar sees.
It is assumed that the height of the transmitter above ground level is 50 meters,
and that the phone is approximately 1 meter above ground level. Inaccuracies from
this approximation are not signiﬁcant. While the total path distance does aﬀect
the scaling of the C2n measurement, the oﬀset is linear. For this reason, when the
normalized correlation of the phone measurements and radar measurements is taken,
the path length error should fall away.
Taking Measurements With The Phone
Taking measurements with the phone was accomplished by writing an application
that would record the power of the phone’s signals, the date and time, the phone’s
location, and the location of the base station. The application was developed using
the freely available Android SDK. Once written, the application was used to log
signal power levels. The recordings used in this test were taken from mid-June, until
the end of August, 2011. Speciﬁcs of the application code are presented in Appendix
B. Presented here are important factors that aﬀect this work. These are hardware and
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software limitations and uncertainties that are expected to aﬀect the measurements.
Fortunately, despite the fact that cell phone was not designed to be a scintillome-
ter, this work was able to use it as such. Sprint was contacted about assisting in this
work, but a response was not received. It was hoped that the transmitter power, and
band use could be provided by Sprint, but work proceeded without this information.
FCC information [5] [4] place a limitation of 40dBm
4kHz
channel of ERP for PCS licenses.
Sprint licensing in Dayton-Springﬁeld includes a total of 50 MHz distributed over
several bands. It is not known, however, how much bandwidth each base station is
allocated, or what power the towers broadcast at. It is expected that the transmitter
would be run at a lower power than the maximum allowed by FCC guidelines. This
would be required in order to assure that no portion of the band goes over the 40dBm
4kHz
power limit. Because the signal broadcast varies based on the user activity, power
distribution over the band is likely to be uneven with transient power spikes through-
out the band. In order to reduce interference between cells, adjacent cells should be
given diﬀerent bands to work within. [17] This leads to each cell having some portion
of the band to work with so that CDMA codes can be recycled between cells. Sprint
leases several bands in the Dayton-Springﬁeld market. The lowest frequency license
for Sprint PCS service is from 1865 - 1870 MHz, the highest is from 1990 - 1995
MHz. Their other licenses are distributed between these two, and add up to 50 MHz
of total bandwidth. Not knowing the frequency center of the base station’s transmit
band will cause an oﬀset in the calculated C2n value. Bandwidth is not captured in
the laser scintillometer equation 7, and its eﬀects can generally be ignored. It may
have a bearing on these measurements because of the CDMA decoding that precedes
the power measurement. This is discussed further in Appendix A.
The phone reports power levels for two signals: voice and data. While these signals
showed high correlation, they did not always behave the same way. in Chapter IV
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it can be seen that power levels and C2n values for each channel would sometimes
disagree. Regardless of why the two signals disagreed, this shows that the cell phones
are susceptible to some system induced noise in the signal power measurement. One
certain source of noise is in the receiver attenuation and ampliﬁcation. The device
automatically adjusts these in order to improve the signal quality, but their status is
not available. This noise will then propagate into the calculated C2n values. These
adjustments occur on a sub-second scale, so they may be averaged out to some degree.
It was expected that the Voice and Data signals pass through the same pre-
conditioning network before being extracted from the received signal. This would
mean that the attenuation settings for both signals are identical. For this reason
it is expected that power changes would not aﬀect the Voice and Data correlation.
However, the Data and Voice correlation was worse than expected, sometimes much
worse. For this reason it is theorized that these signals use diﬀerent sub-bands,
possibly diﬀerent pre-processing hardware, or that the encoding keys do play a role
in aﬀecting the phone’s power response to turbulence.
A signiﬁcant source of cell phone signal fading is the multipath phenomenon.
[17] In multipath fading, the signal power decreases because received signals arrive
from diﬀerent paths, often involving scattering, or reﬂection oﬀ of environmental
features. These signals arrive out of phase with one another, leading to interference,
and a varying signal power. This is quite diﬀerent from a purpose-built scintillometer
which receives its energy almost entirely from a single line-of-sight path. Cell phone
transmitters use a ‘rake’ ﬁlter [12] which uses signal preprocessing and a multiple
element array in order to steer much of the signal energy so that it arrives along the
most favorable set of paths. Since the beam-steering is not known, the true path
cannot be known. If the primary path deviates more than the turbulence coherence
length [9] from the straight line path, then the scintillation detected will have little
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correlation with the scintillation that should be seen for the straight line path. The
turbulence coherence length is typically on the order of the ﬁrst Fresnel zone or less.
For this study the ﬁrst Fresnel zone radius is about 10 m. While it is expected that
most of the signal power arrives along the direct path, it is geometrically feasible for
a reﬂected path to pass through turbulence beyond the 10 m coherence length.
Another eﬀect that may be present for cell phone wavelength is that the smaller
eddies may act as random scatterers. The smallest eddies are in the regime of Rayleigh
scattering, diameter << λ, while slightly larger eddies are in the regime of Mie
scattering. The Rayleigh scattering could lead to increased power loss in the phone’s
signal. The wavefront phase will also be distorted for cell phone signals. Since the rake
ﬁlter is a signal phase steering method, the phase scintillation may cause disruptive
beam steering. This may lead to increased multipath fading from strong turbulence.
The intensity of multipath fading may also depend on the turbulence state along
the various paths as well. The possible implications of these eﬀects are the basis for
further research suggested in Chapter V.
Ranked-correlation, and linear correlation functions are both included in case some
of these signal distortion eﬀects caused a non-linear response in the scintillation. The
linear correlation was quite strong, so if any of these power loss processes are present,
their eﬀect on scintillation is likely to be linear with C2n variation.
The resolution of the phone’s power measurements is 1 dBm, and the calibration
is uncertain. The antenna is not visible, and its radiation pattern is unknown. For
this work it is assumed to be an isotropic receiver. The power reported by the
phone is assumed to be the power after correlation of the received signal with the
phone’s key. This assumption is based on the large amount of band reuse in this
spectrum, and a logical need to report the relevant power, not the noise power. The
method of signal extraction is detailed in Appendix A. The signal processing relies
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on a correlation function in order to pull the phone’s communication channel out
of the noise. For this reason, any propagation eﬀects that would reduce the signal
correlation will also reduce the signal power. This may make the phone sensitive
to eﬀects that are not detectable by traditional scintillometers. Speciﬁcally, if the
phase of the various frequency components is changed, or the relative intensity of the
frequency components is changed, then the correlation may drop down.
The logging software uses program functions provided in the Android SDK. This
allowed for reasonable development times, but also limited the functionality of the
device. It would have been preferred to record the power levels on a set time interval,
perhaps every second, or half second. A good method for doing this was not found.
Instead, the application opens a log, and records an entry every time the position or
signal strength changes. For this reason the records are not evenly distributed. Some
time periods have over 100 changes in a minute, others have less than 1 change every
5 minutes. Furthermore, the phone would sometimes close the log without notice,
or stop taking measurements for extended periods of time. This lead to very few
long-period measurements. Fortunately, the base station location, and local time is
provided along with the power levels of both channels, and the phone’s GPS location.
This provides all of the information needed to estimate C2n. Attempts were made
to avoid moving the phone while measurements were taken. This was easiest to
accomplish at night, which is why many of the logs begin in the evening and end in
the morning.
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Taking Measurement With The Radar
Radar measurements were taken from historical radar data recorded from the
NEXRAD radar in Wilmington, Ohio. Radar sweeps take a little more than 9 minutes
to complete, and it is not known when in the 9 minutes the measurements were
taken. The method for calculating C2n developed at the AFIT CDE by Dr. Fiorino
and others [8] [7] requires extracting the average reﬂectivity of the radar bins that
the path passes through. The method developed in the CDE experiments was not
well suited to the automation required for this project. For this reason, a set of C
libraries was developed that allows for the path averaged reﬂectivity to be calculated
automatically. A detailed explanation of this code is provided in Appendix C. A
short summary is presented here.
The libraries take a path and ﬁnd the data bins in the radar ﬁle that the path
passes through. In Figure 6 an example of a path passing through several bins is
depicted. Each path endpoint is given as a latitude, longitude and a height above
ground level. The radar ﬁle is opened, and the geometry of the radar volume is
determined. The bins that the path passes through are determined. The percent of







Here Raverage is the path averaged reﬂectivity, li is the length of the path section that
passes through the ith bin, lpath is the total path length, and Ri is the reﬂectivity of
the ith bin.
A limitation of the radar sensing method is that data bins are sometimes missing
for part or all of a path. This means that the average path reﬂectivity may not have
any data at all, or is based on the reﬂectivity measured only in one small portion of
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the path. The radar method uses the average path reﬂectivity to compute C2n. This
may not be the best method to provide correlation to scintillation measurements.
Turbulence in the middle of the path has the strongest eﬀect on scintillation, [13] and
so scintillation based measurements will be more strongly inﬂuenced by turbulence
in the middle of the path.
Figure 6. Cartoon of a path passing through three bins.
Another limitation of weather Radar is that the C2n value is calculated from the
reﬂectivity measurement, and precipitation also aﬀects the reﬂectivity. The calcula-
tion method does not determine whether the reﬂectivity strength is from turbulence
or water reﬂection. Because of this, precipitation will cause the radar to incorrectly
measure strong turbulence proﬁles. Because most of this work was done during the
summer, only a few of the measurements presented in the results involve precipitation.
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Measurements from these times will not be expected to have a strong correlation to
the phone measurements, but no attempt has been made to account for this in the
results section.
Calculating and Comparing C2n From Both Sources
Calculation of C2n is done so that the radar and phone measurements can be
easily compared. All of the steps listed below have been automated using a bash
script that calls several custom programs. This section will follow the steps that
the program takes after a phone data log is selected for comparison. Much of the
comparison information is generated automatically and is included here. The next
section outlines how the information from several logs was combined in order to
determine the correlation of the method.
File Selection
In order to compare results, a phone data log is selected by the user. This data
log deﬁnes the path, and the period over which the results will be compared. The
time-stamp of the initial and ﬁnal measurement are read and used to deﬁne the
measurement period. Before anything else is done with the phone data, the radar
ﬁles that will be needed are determined. Once the radar ﬁles are determined, C2n is
then calculated for each radar ﬁle.
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Calculating C2n From Weather Radar







Here λ is the wavelength, Kw is the complex index of refraction for water at 5 deg C,
and dBz is the path-averaged reﬂectivity. This is the equation given by Fiorino and
others [7] for calculation without the wind speed correction outlined in their work.
Correlation after the wind speed correction has not been investigated. The path used
in the calculation is based on a phone measurement taken at nearly the same time
that the radar ﬁle was recorded.
Calculating C2n From Cell Phone Measurements
In order to easily compare cell phone measurements to the radar measurements, a
cell phone data point is calculated for each radar data point. Equations 7 and 8 are
used to estimate C2n based on cell phone measurements. A C
2
n value was calculated
separately for the voice and the data line. Since the same methods were used in each
line, power measurements will be referred to generically.
In order to determine the scintillation index, σ2
1
, a time interval length must be
chosen. Three interval sizes were tried: 30 seconds, 90 seconds, and 300 seconds.
Each interval was centered on the time of the radar ﬁle time stamp. Because of
the irregularity in the power measurement intervals, the number of data points in
each interval is inconsistent. In general, shorter intervals showed more volatility and
were more likely to be unable to calculate C2n because they had N<2 measurements
in an interval (see Figure 7.) Because the 300 second intervals produced the great-
est number of usable C2n values, these plots were used for comparison to the radar
measurements.
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Figure 7. Three plots of C2
n
Derived from cell phone signal power scintillation. The
plots were each calculated from the same data set using diﬀerent window sizes. From
top to bottom, the window sizes are 300 s, 90 s, and 30 s. The data is from Monday,
August 22, 8:37 pm EDT until August 23, 9:02 am.
For measurements where the number of data points, N, is at least 2, the scintil-
lation index was calculated using equation 8. This is then used in Equation 7. After







Here k is the wavenumber, and x is the path distance. For N <2, C2n is not determined.
For typical weather conditions C2n values should vary from around 10
−12 ↔ 10−16
[2]. However, measurements from the cell phone scintillation were in the range of
10−2 ↔ 10−5. This is due to the changes in power being much bigger than expected.
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For typical turbulence, the predicted cell phone power scintillation is on the order
of 0.1 dBm, but variations on the order of 1-10 dB were seen. Since the calibration
appears to be wrong, the correlation function was used to look for similarity in the
movement of the Radar measurements and the phone measurements. Investigations
into the cause of unexpectedly strong scintillation were not carried out, but Chapter
II and Appendix A present some theories that may explain the phenomena.
Automated Result Comparison
Through the rest of this work, three sources of C2n data will be referenced: Radar,
Voice and Data. For the sake of simplicity, these the C2n measurements calculated
from each of these sources will be referred to by the source name. The source names
will remain capitalized whenever the C2n data is referenced.
Once values of C2n are calculated for all three sources; these values are recorded
and passed to a plotting program. All plots have the local time in the 24 hour format
EDT on the bottom axis. In addition to C2n measurements, plots of the local solar
zenith angles, and surface observations of wind speed are created. These results are
passed to another program that handles plotting, and some of the comparisons. This
program creates normalized versions of the data so that they can be plotted together,
and does simple comparisons of the trend agreements. An example from a plot that
showed high correlation is depicted in Figure 8
Initially, it was expected that the long term trends in the data would show the
greatest agreement. However, this was not the case. It was noted, however, that
the peaks and valleys of the various plots tended to agree. While the processing
algorithms were being developed, a quick check for the high-frequency agreement
was added to the calculation and plotting code. This provided the ﬁrst evidence of
correlation.
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Figure 8. Top: Surface wind speed and solar elevation angle. Middle: Sun and wind
data superimposed over normalized Voice and Data C2n plots. Bottom: Sun and wind
data superimposed over a normalized Radar C2n plot. Time is local EDT, the plots
begin August 17, 2011 at approximately 10:30 pm.
This normalization and comparison program created random data for null hypoth-
esis comparison. This data allowed for a check to make sure the correlations of the
plots is better than would be expected for correlations with random signals. More
robust correlations would later be used when the data was ready to be imported into
Matlab, but while testing the processing code, it was not desired to spend too much
time coding correlation functions that were already available in Matlab.
Agreements between the data were compared using a high frequency ternary plot
direction (increasing, decreasing, or constant) comparison. The function recorded the
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change in direction from point to point, and assigned one of three values: -1, 0, 1.
These values correspond to decreasing, no change, and increasing values. Similar to
rank correlation, this method can pick out linear and some non-linear responses to
common stimulus. A text ﬁle was generated for each data set showing how well the
direction changes agreed, and what the statistically expected agreement would be for
the data sets. The true data sets regularly showed better agreement than expected,
while the random data did not.
Manual Comparison
In addition to the simple comparisons done within each data set, a more in-depth
study of the trends over many data sets was done. The measurements from 42 data
sets were imported into Matlab. Each set was comprised of phone, radar, time and
weather data. Comparisons were done of each set, and of the ensemble of 42 sets.
The 42 largest (in bytes) data ﬁles were used to determine how well the measure-
ment techniques agreed. These ﬁles covered all times of day, and were drawn from
days between mid-June and late August, 2011. Each ﬁle covered between 6 to 14
hours. For each ﬁle, correlation measurements were made between the original C2n
data sets. Additionally, 112 sets of random C2n data were generated from a continuous
uniform distribution between -0.5 and 0.5. Each of the original data sets were tested
against the random data sets. This was done to show the signiﬁcance of the data
correlations. The comparisons made are listed in table 1. In all cases the data val-
ues are shifted so that their mean is zero before the correlation tests are performed.
Shifting the values was done so that statistical signiﬁcance testes could be performed,
and does not aﬀect the results of the normalized correlation functions.
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Table 1. List of Correlation Comparisons




4 Radar Random Plots
5 Voice Random Plots
6 Data Random Plots
After each of the 42 data sets had been processed, their correlation metrics were
plotted along with representative metrics from the random data comparisons. In cases
where the correlation between the true data is low, the original data was examined
to see if there is a physical explanation for the low correlation. This lead to some
adjustments in initial method for calculating C2n. It was noted that in some cases,
either the Data or the Voice channel would record no changes, or no data within a
given window. This would cause the C2n data to have a few spikes with unrealistically
small values. It is believed that these spikes are artifacts of the data collection and
processing technique, and do not represent the turbulence intensity. For this reason,
a routine was added that detects these spikes and removes them. The bad data points
are replaced with values interpolated from the closest good data points.
Four diﬀerent correlation tests were used in this study: cross-correlation, Pearson’s
correlation, Spearman’s rank correlation, and Kendall’s τ−b rank correlation. Cross-
correlation was used for its ability to ﬁnd similar signals in the data sets, and to ﬁnd
signals that may have delays in them. It is expected that the only signals that should
be common to both the Radar and the phone measurements will be signals related
to the RF propagation environment. The most signiﬁcant eﬀect in the fair weather
afternoon boundary layer is Turbulence, [13] so correlation between the signals will
be assumed to be based primarily on turbulence detection. The cross-correlation was
expected to peak at zero lag for the turbulence signal. This happened often, but not
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always. For this reason two cross-correlations were done. One at zero lag, and one
with the customary lags from 1−N to N−1, with N being the number of data points
in each measurement set. Lagged correlation is believed to be signiﬁcant because the
radar, and the phone may be aﬀected by diﬀerent parts of the turbulence spectrum,
or by diﬀerent aspects of the turbulence. Turbulence parameters are all related, but
may react at diﬀerent speeds to long term eﬀects like the solar zenith angle and large
scale weather changes. Inclusion of both may suggest some diﬀerences in what each
method detects.
The Pearson and cross-correlation tests are linear correlation tests. They may
not produce high correlations if the relationship between the data is non-linear. The
Spearman and Kendall tests are ranked correlation tests. The ranked tests were
included because they can detect non-linear monotonic relationships between the
data. In this work, the Spearman correlation was a little higher, which is typical
for these two tests. Both were included because in cases where their results are
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent, these diﬀerences may provide insight into the relationships
between the data.
The cross correlation was done to ﬁnd the lag that produced peak correlation. The
other tests were conducted at their traditional zero lag, and at the peak lag found by
the cross correlation. The p value of the Pearson, Spearman, and Kendall correlation
tests were used to check the statistical signiﬁcance of the correlations, and to possibly
detect a non-linear correlation between the data. Note that the traditional Pearson
correlation is the same as the cross correlation at zero lag.
A p-test is applied to determine how signiﬁcant the correlation values are. The p
value is an estimate of the chance that the correlation value would happen for random
data. If the p values are consistently low, then there is very little chance that the
data accidentally correlated. Said another way, there is a good chance that the data
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sets are related somehow. All p values are two sided because a high anti-correlation
may be as signiﬁcant as a high correlation. The inclusion of anti-correlation is due to
a lack of understanding in the diﬀerent processes relating the power measurements to
turbulence.
All three correlation tests were carried out at the traditional zero lag. The tests
were also taken at the lag that gave the peak in the cross-correlation. While this is
not standard practice for these tests, it is believed to be applicable to this data. This
is based on the fact that there may be linear and non-linear (but monotonic) processes
occurring. If so, then the rank correlation tests may ﬁnd signiﬁcant correlation when
the liner Pearson test did not. This produced mixed results which will be discussed
in the following chapters. An attempt has not been made to take a sliding ranked




Agreement between measurements is tested using correlation between the various
C2n plots. In all cases, the log10 C
2
n is actually used in the correlations. Correla-
tions with randomly generated data is also done in order to have a comparison of
the signiﬁcance of the correlation. Linear correlation using Cross - correlation and
Pearson’s correlation showed the highest agreement between the plots. Perhaps more
importantly, the Pearson p test showed a much higher signiﬁcance than the ranked
correlations in most of the tests. The rank correlation coeﬃcients were lower and are
included for completeness. However, most of the results will concentrate on the cross
and Pearson correlations.
Cross Correlation
The cross correlation ’value’ is the maximum value of the all the cross correlations
taken at every possible lag. In all cases, the correlations are normalized so that the
maximum autocorrelation of each signal is 1.0. The mean values of the data are
removed before processing. As mentioned in the previous chapter, removal of the
mean is not expected to cause error in the results. Removal of the mean turns the
cross-correlation into a cross covariance, and allows for null hypothesis tests like the
p-test for Pearson’s correlation function. For the sake of simplicity, the tests will still
be referred to as ’correlation’ tests.
The absolute value of the correlation is considered the measure of similarity in the
signal. See Figure 9 for an example cross correlation, it’s absolute value, and the point
that will be used as the maximum cross-correlation. The use of the absolute value
treats correlation and anti-correlation as equally important. This may not be justiﬁed
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because is it is expected that the phone’s C2n should trend in the same direction as
the radar. However, since the phone measurement method is not well understood
yet, the anti-correlation strengths are compared with the correlation strengths. In
the statistics this increases the likelihood of a high correlation, but decreases the
signiﬁcance of the correlation. Using the two-sided p test takes into account the
inclusion of correlation and anti-correlation. Very few anti-correlation values ended
up being the strongest points in the cross-correlation plots. This indicates that in
most cases the two methods respond similarly to the underlying stimulus.
Figure 9. The top plot is an example cross-correlation. In the bottom plot, the absolute
value of the correlation is taken, and the maximum value is picked out to be used as
the cross-correlation for this data set.
The cross correlation is taken two ways. The ﬁrst only considers the correlation
values at zero lag. The second is the customary cross-correlation taken at lags from
−N + 1 to N − 1, where N is the number of data points. For this study zero lag
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is considered as: the true zero lag delay, or the lag with the phone shifted one step
earlier. The zero-lag method is allowed to shift one measurement because the time
of the radar measurement may vary within around 9 minutes of the ﬁle time stamp.
This could lead to the phone measurements being aligned more closely with the radar
measurements one time step earlier. The greater of the two correlations is used.
For the random data, the correlation coeﬃcients are taken for all 112 random data






max(R(x|x ∈ Z,−n ≤ x ≤ n)) (12)
Here R is the cross correlation function for any time shift, x. The use of a mean of
112 correlations is to ensure that a value for the random correlation is representative
of how well random data will correlate. The mean ensures that is it very unlikely
that the random correlation is unusually high or low.
Furthermore, the standard deviation of the random correlation values gives a
measure of how signiﬁcant the correlation of the true data is. If the correlation of
true data is s standard deviations from the mean, then the chances that random data
could produce a correlation or anti-correlation of this strength or more is equal to the
area under the wings of the distribution past s standard deviations. This is the area
p test attempts to estimate.
If the distribution of the coeﬃcients is reasonably Gaussian, then there is little
chance that a random correlation will be 3 or more standard deviations above the
mean. The 112 point distributions looked reasonably Gaussian. As with most random
processes, increasing the number of correlations showed the distributions looking more
Gaussian. Little change was noticed in the mean or standard deviations of 112 points
and the increased 1200 points, but the bell curve appearance is easier to see. In Figure
10, four distributions from correlations of random data to the Radar and Voice plots
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are pictured. The top two plots are from zero lag correlations, while the bottom two
plots are from normal cross-correlations. The skew in the lower plots is possibly due to
the fact that all 1200 random data sets were compared to the same true data sets. In
all cases, it seems reasonable to assume that the likelihood of a measurement being
more than three standard deviations from the mean is low for these distributions.
Next we shall show that the true data correlations were more than three standard
deviations above the mean of the random data correlations.
Figure 10. Four distributions of the measured correlation between 1200 sets of random
data and C2
n
measurements from Radar (Right Top and Right Bottom) and Voice (Left
Top and Left Bottom). Normal distributions are superimposed in red.
In Figure 11 the averages of the correlations for the 42 data sets are presented.
The left chart is the zero-lag correlation, and the right chart is the correlation taken
at any lag. it can be seen that the correlation between the Data and Voice lines is high
in both charts. This is expected as both measurements are done in a similar manner
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with the same device. The large standard deviation of these measurements, and the
fact that the correlation strength varies indicates that the correlation between Voice
and Data may be dependent on other factors beyond turbulence. If the channels
were sending similar signals in similar bands through the same environment with the
same endpoints, then they should see similar variation. These unaccounted processes
are likely to decrease correlation with the Radar data as well, but their eﬀect is not
quantiﬁed in this work.
Figure 11. Left: Correlations of the various plots with any time lag. Right: The same
correlations when with either 0 or -1 time lag.
In the plot from zero lag, the correlation between the Radar and phone measure-
ments is only slightly larger than the correlation to the random signal. However, the
correlation increases greatly when the time lag is allowed to to extend to all possible
values. These high correlations indicates that there are processes that both measure-
ment methods are reacting to. The fact that the correlation peaks at varying lags can
indicate that measurements are of the same signal but the times are out of synchro-
nization. However the random variation from 0 to many hours of lag indicates that
this is not the case. Another interpretation, is that the measurements are reacting to
a common stimulus through diﬀerent processes. This could be due to the diﬀerence
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between the Radar taking a 5 second measurement in a 5-9 minute interval, and the
phone averaging over 5 minutes with a similar interval. Possibly, the two methods are
reacting to diﬀerent parts of the turbulence spectrum, or the scattering and focusing
power of turbulence respond at diﬀerent rates to common stimuli.
Figure 12. Lag at cross correlation peak. The lag values are normalized by dividing by
the number of points.
Seeing that the correlation lag varied from data set to data set, an attempt was
made to look for a relationship between the lag and measurement conditions. The
lag values that gave the greatest correlation were plotted, and sorted by: the day of
the year, the mean time of day of the data, and the number of points in the data. It
initially appeared that plots that centered around the late morning had a tendency to
peak at a greater lag shift. However, when the lag shifts were normalized, this trend
went away. The normalized lags for each data set are shown in Figure 12. The trend
of the larger lags for data centered on mid-to late morning probably was caused by the
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fact that the ﬁles were most often started in the evening, so the longest ﬁles tended
to have a mean collection time near the late morning. Since the largest shifts would
have been associated with the data sets with the most points, this trend appeared.
Within the normalized plots, no relationship or trend in the lag was apparent.
The lack of correlation between the Radar and Phone at zero lag was puzzling.
Because of this, and the fact that the lag of the correlation peak was so random in the
time domain, the cross-correlation plots were Fourier transformed into the frequency
domain. There seemed to be more consistency in the frequency of correlation than
in the time of correlation. These Cross-Power-Spectral-Density (CPSD) plots often
showed a peak correlation period of about 500 seconds, and many showed another at
about 100 second period. These peaks may indicate that the systems see diﬀerent
parts of the turbulence spectrum more eﬀectively, and thus react to energy inﬂux at
diﬀerent rates. A plot of the peak period of each CPSD is presented in Figure 13
below.
It is not surprising to note that the two measurements taken by the phone, Voice
and Data, tended to correlate well at zero lag. The instances where the Data and Voice
correlation peaked at a non-zero lag do not appear to relate to the strength of the
correlation. Figure 14 and the left plot of Figure 11 do not provide convincing evidence
of a relationship between the Radar measurements and the phone measurements. In
these plots, none of the Radar to Data or Radar to Voice correlations show peaks that
are nearly as high as the Voice - Data correlation. However, the agreement at any
lag is good. This is interesting because it indicates that the phone (and the radar)
are measuring turbulence but they may not be adequately characterizing the whole
spectrum. Or that their measurements show part of the spectrum and disturbances
from outside the Kolmogorov spectrum.
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Figure 13. The peak correlation period in the CPSD of all 42 data sets.
The correlation of the random data sets with each of three measured sets is nearly
the same, regardless of whether the random data was being correlated to Radar,
Voice or Data measurements. This can be seen in the lower plots of Figures 14 and
15. This is expected for signals with no correlation, as the correlation pattern should
not depend on what is in the measured signal.
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Figure 14. Top: The correlation coeﬃcients for the three data sources are plotted.
Bottom: The mean correlation coeﬃcients of each data source and random data sets.
All coeﬃcients are normalized. Each of the three data sources was correlated with 112
random number sets. Values are taken from the zero-lag correlation, or the ﬁrst set
lags by 1 correlation: whichever is larger.
Although high, the Voice - Data correlation drops oﬀ dramatically in some points.
A cause has not been found for why the two channels can agree very well at times,
then not at all at other times. It is reasonable to assume that both channels are
experiencing a similar propagation environment, as the endpoints are identical. Some
other factor must be aﬀecting their power level, or how the signal reacts to the
environment. There are more low correlation points on the left side and center of the
Voice-Data correlation plot. These plots tended to have fewer data points than the
plots on the right.
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Figure 15. Top: The maximum correlation coeﬃcients for the three data sources are
plotted. Bottom: The mean maximum correlation coeﬃcients of each data source and
random data sets. All coeﬃcients are normalized. Each of the three data sources was
correlated with 112 random number sets. The maximum is compared to correlations
at all possible lag values.
As depicted in the left plot of Figure 11, the average zero-lag-correlation between
Voice and Data is 0.47, with a standard deviation of about 0.35. The large standard
deviation is expected, because it indicates that the correlation is typically high, or
low, with very few values in-between. Examining the Data and Voice C2n plots for the
lowest and highest values showed little obvious cause for the plots having low or high
correlation at zero lag. Some of the plots had missing data points, but there did not
seem to be a relationship between data loss, and the correlation. Some of the nearly
perfectly correlated plots had missing data, and some of the nearly uncorrelated plots
were missing data too.
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Figure 16. C2n values from August 22 - 23. The second half of the plot shows many
points where data was not available.
Loss of data in the plots can happen for several reasons. An example of this is
pictured in Figure 16. In this case, the phone’s data log skipped long periods of time
near the end of the ﬁle. Some plots showed sections where C2n dropped dramatically,
probably due to insuﬃcient data being present to calculate a meaningful σ1. This
was compensated for using techniques described in the previous chapter. Another
common cause was low reﬂectivity in the Radar. The processing of phone data is
tied to Radar data points, so if the Radar was not able to measure a return, there
will be missing data in the phone plot. In addition to data loss from scintillation
below the detectable range of the phone, bugs in the logging software may prevent
the phone from recording scintillation. Removal of suspicious data from the statistics
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below may not always be justiﬁed, and it could mar the validity of the results. It is
not known if the phone power wasn’t changing because it wasn’t being measured or
recorded properly, or if the scintillation was actually quite low. Proper compensation
would require a large investment of time and eﬀort, and would not provide signiﬁcantly
’better’ results. Because of this, the removal of outlier peaks is the only compensation
that was done.
When the full cross correlation is considered as in Figure 15 the Voice - Radar and
Data - Radar correlations increase dramatically. The right plot in Figure 11 shows
the results on the mean correlations. The Voice - Data correlation is still the highest.
While the Data - Voice has increased, the standard deviation has decreased from 0.35
to 0.18. The plot of the correlations in Figure 15 has many of the same features as
the plot in Figure 14. This shows that the limitation of zero lag may aﬀect the total
strength of the correlation, but signals that are weakly correlated at zero lag tend
to be weakly correlated for all lag values. For the Radar - Voice and Radar - Data
plots, there was often low zero-lag correlation. Also, the p tests from Pearson and the
ranked correlations showed a low signiﬁcance at zero lag. In most cases the zero-lag
data was shown to be slightly anti-correlated.
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Pearson, Spearman, and Kendall Correlations
This section will be devoted to comparing the Pearson, Spearman and Kendall
correlations of the Radar - Voice, Radar - Data, and Voice - Data sets. Before going
into these, a brief summary of the correlations with the random data sets will be
presented. All three correlation tests produced nearly identical results in the random
noise comparison. For the random data, all three tests will be referred to in the
generic sense and plots of the Pearson correlation will be used to represent all three
correlations.
All three of these correlation tests include a p-test. This number is used to in-
dicate how signiﬁcant the correlation is. The p-test can vary from 0 ↔ 1 Small
p-test values indicate that the correlation value is signiﬁcant, and large p-test values
indicate that the correlation value is not signiﬁcant. In all cases, the p-test value
is the double-sided p-test computed using the ’corr’ function in Matlab. Based
on the size of the data sets, the Kendall and Spearman p-tests will be calculated
using approximations or permutations. The Pearson p-test is calculated using Stu-
dent’s t distribution, which is reasonably accurate assuming that the null hypothesis
correlation distribution is Gaussian. As indicated in Figure 10, this is a reasonable
approximation. An physical interpretation of the p-test is that it is a measure the
null hypothesis. The null hypothesis testes how likely it is that random data with
the same number of points would produce a given correlation value. The two-sided
test accounts for anti-correlation, and correlation. A p-test of 1 only occurs for zero
correlation, and a p-test of zero is impossible for ﬁnite populations.
Correlation with noise produced expected results: depicted in Figure 17. The
correlations are low in all cases, and the p-values are high. This indicates that the
tests are treating random data in an expected way, and if that the true data has a
much higher correlation, then it is likely that the data sets are correlated.
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Figure 17. Pearson correlation of three C2n data series to random data.
Figure 18. Correlation of Data and Voice measurements taken at zero lag.
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Figure 19. Correlation of Data and Voice measurements taken at the lag where the
cross-correlation peaks.
The Data - Voice correlation is shown in Figures 18 and 19. Many of the cross-
correlation peaks for this data are at zero lag already, which is why the zero-lag plot
still has some strongly correlated data. The very high Pearson coeﬃcients indicate
that there is a strong linear relationship between measurements taken in both chan-
nels. In the zero lag plots, there are a few instances where the Kendall and Spearman
coeﬃcients show a stronger relationship than the Pearson. There are also several
instances where the Pearson coeﬃcient is much higher than the ranked coeﬃcient.
When the cross correlation lag is applied, the Pearson correlation becomes very strong.
The ranked correlations also improve. The coeﬃcients all show a positive correlation
at this lag. This indicates that the Radar and Voice channels respond monotonically
to the major processes that vary C2n measurements.
The Radar - Voice and Radar - Data correlations are depicted in plots 20, 21,
22, and 23. The responses of the correlations in these plots is similar enough that
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they will be discussed together. As in the Voice - Data correlations, the correlation
improves strongly at the lag time suggested by the cross-correlation. The Pearson
correlation is also much stronger than the ranked correlations. This suggests that the
relationship between the Radar and Phone measurements is likely to be linear.
Figure 20. Correlation of Radar and Voice measurements taken at zero lag.
Unlike the Data - Voice correlation. there are some times when the greatest peak
is in the anti-correlation. This would indicate that Radar response increases when
phone measurements decrease. Also, the strength of the correlation varies more than
it did for the Voice - Data correlations. While anticorrelation was not observed in
the Voice - Data correlations, the occurrence of it cannot be ruled out. However, it
seems more reasonable that with the similarity in the measurement process between
the Data and Voice channels, that anti-correlation is unlikely.
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Figure 21. Correlation of Radar and Voice measurements taken at the lag where the
cross-correlation peaks.
Figure 22. Correlation of Radar and Data measurements taken at zero lag.
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Figure 23. Correlation of Radar and Data measurements taken at the lag where the
cross-correlation peaks.
Anti-correlation is uncommon in the Radar - Voice and Radar - Data measure-
ments. In both cases is occurs less than 10 % of the time. The Radar - Data mea-
surements anti-correlate 4 times while the Radar - Voice measurements anti-correlate
2 times. It is not known if the factor of two diﬀerence is signiﬁcant. It may be that
multiple processes are competing in the phone measurements, some of which are cor-
related to Radar measurements and others are anti-correlated. Each type of signal
may be diﬀerent in how strongly it is aﬀected by the correlated and uncorrelated pro-
cesses. The number of samples is small at 42. With rates of 4 out of 42 and 2 out of
42, both values are less than 1 standard deviation from the average rate, 3/42. More
measurements are needed to provide more conﬁdence in the rate of anti-correlation.
Radar - Voice correlations appear to be stronger than Radar - Data correlations, and
the Radar-Data shows more anti-correlation.
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The ranked correlations show moderate to poor correlation between the Radar -
Voice sets and the Radar - Data sets. This, combined with the wider variance in
the lag of the cross-correlation peak implies that there are processes that the cross-
correlation detects, but ranked correlation does not. Ranked correlation can often
detect non-linear relationships, but may not be as sensitive to periodic relationships.
For this reason, there may be some periodic eﬀects that the Radar and phone mea-
surements are picking up, but scaling diﬀerently. The ranked tests seem to show more
anti-correlation as well., but many of these are not statistically signiﬁcant. Many of
the tests show a poor statistical signiﬁcance for the ranked correlation functions.
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Weather Eﬀects
Surface weather observations from a nearby airport were collected for comparison
with C2n data. These observations are used to look for patterns in well correlated, and
poorly correlated data. A total of six examples will be presented. The examples were
selected by looking for points in the cross-correlation plot where the Radar - Voice and
Radar - Data sets had strong or weak correlation. Figure 24 shows the correlations
from all 42 sets, with the selected points circled. The good correlation points will be
discussed ﬁrst. In all plots, the Radar measurements are in blue, and the Voice and
Data measurements are in red. The heavy dashed lines are bezier curves of the data
and the lighter lines are the true measurements.
Figure 24. Cross correlation results with the 4 poor correlation plots circled in red,
and the two high correlation plots circled in black. The data set numbers are in blue.
Weather During Good Correlation
Two plots of C2n measurements that showed very good correlation are presented
in ﬁgures 25 and 26. Figure 25 is of the 29th data set. These measurements were
taken from 9:30 am until 3:00 pm on August 7. The local weather changed little over
this period. The sky was cloudy with light to moderate (7-10 knots) winds. Weather
was similar for Figure 26. This is from the 40th data set, beginning after 10:00 pm
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on August 27. In both ﬁgures, similar features are easily noted between the plots.
In Figure 26 the increase in the radar plot at the end of the data ﬁle is due to a
thunderstorm beginning. The rest of the day was cloudy or partially cloudy. It is not
known why both phone plots show a sharp rise at the end of the plots in both ﬁgures.
A sharp rise or fall is present at the ends of many of the phone plots, but it is not seen
in a majority of the plots. There is possibly a bug in the way that C2n is calculated
at the beginning and end of the ﬁles that makes the initial and ﬁnal points more
sensitive to variation than the rest of the points. This could be artiﬁcially increasing
or decreasing agreement in some of the plots, but there does not appear to be a
connection between correlation strength and the presence of these events. The spikes
are seen in highly correlated and poorly correlated data, so it is assumed to create
random noise in the correlation measurements that aﬀects the standard deviation of
the correlation values, but has little eﬀect on the mean correlation strength.
Figure 25. Normalized Radar and phone measurements of C2
n
taken on August 7th
during a time of cloudy skies with light to moderate winds. These plots showed good
overall correlation.
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Figure 26. Normalized Radar and phone measurements of C2
n
taken on August 27th.
The plots show good correlation.
Weather During Bad Correlation
While there was a thunderstorm at the end of Figure 25, it happened that the
phone plots were also increasing, which likely helped the correlation. In other plots
that had rain events, C2n measured from the phone appeared to be unaﬀected. Because
the Radar C3n calculation is based on the reﬂectivity measured by the radar, rain
events appear as strong turbulence in radar plots. These artiﬁcial peaks cause the
correlation to drop to very low levels. Two examples of precipitation are seen in ﬁgures
27, 28. In the ﬁrst a thunderstorm and rain caused a deﬁnite hump. In the second
plot, a mist was present for hours, but the radar measurement actually dropped down
during this period. Unfortunately, only a few data sets during strong precipitation
are available, and number 18 is the only one that has good measurements before and
after the storm. It is hard to draw conclusions about how well the phone measures
turbulence in the rain, but it is apparent that it does not react the same way as the
Radar.
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Figure 27 is from August 7. The ﬁrst part of the day is cloudy with winds at around
9-10 knots. This is followed by a thunderstorm which is evident in the radar returns.
Surface observations record a thunderstorm in the vicinity at 4:46 pm, followed by a
thunderstorm with rain at 4:50. The shaded region depicts the recorded thunderstorm
period. Based on the reﬂectivity plot, the radar picked up strong returns before the
airport recorded the beginning of the rain. This may have been caused by the radar
measuring reﬂections from rain at a higher altitude earlier on, or possibly the rain
began at the path before it was reported at the airport.
Figure 27. Normalized Radar and phone measurements of C2
n
. The shaded area indi-
cates a period of reported thunderstorms.
The 28th data set, taken August 7 - 8, is pictured in Figure 28. This plot is
interesting because none of the plots correlate well. This plot is from the night
after the storm in Figure 27. Sunrise would have been at about 6:42 am. Note
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the dip in the radar plot right after this time. Changes in turbulence can usually
been seen in both radar and phone data around sunrise, and sunset. In many plots,
a change is also seen about an hour or so after sunset. Mist was seen during the
shaded portion of the plot. Wind speeds were light, or not detectable all night. A
deﬁnite relationship between wind behavior and correlation has not been deﬁned, but
some trends have been observed. In general, the high correlation plots came from
days with frequent variation in wind speed and direction; higher wind speeds; and
during ’gusty’ periods. Lower correlation plots had lower overall speeds and steady
or gradually changing wind speeds. However, there are a few high correlation plots
with zero or low winds, as well as low correlation plots with high and variable winds.
Wind direction comparisons have not been done.
Figure 28. Normalized Radar and phone measurements of C2n. The shaded area indi-
cates a period of reported mist.
Some plots with poor correlation occur during periods of strong winds. Figure 29
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is an interesting example because there is a strong peak that appears at about a 25
minute delay between the two sources. The shaded area in this plot corresponds to a
period of strong winds. Sustained winds were observed at about 9 knots with gusts
up to 17 knots. There are obviously some common features in the Data and Voice
channels. The tall, narrow peak appears to happen earlier in the radar plot. There
is a low plateau that precedes this peak, but it looks like the plateaus happen earlier
in the phone plots. This could be evidence of the radar and phone seeing diﬀerent
aspects of the turbulence, which react at diﬀerent speeds to outside driving forces like
wind gusts. The low wind portion of the radar returns appear to have zero return
from the radar. This section likely contributed to tho low correlation, and may be
caused be turbulence returns being too low to detect with the radar.
Figure 29. Normalized Radar and phone measurements of C2n. The shaded area indi-
cates a period of strong winds.
Figure 30 is an example of several eﬀects that can degrade correlation. The plot
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is from August 26-27. The narrow band is a period of mist, which looks to have come
on in morning, after sunrise. Sunrise this day was at about 7:00 am. The radar C2n
appears to have dipped during this mist event, like it did in Figure 28. All plots
show a drop in turbulence during the night, but the phone drops oﬀ just after 2:00
am, while the Radar drops oﬀ after 4:00 am. This may be more evidence of the data
channels reacting to weather changes at diﬀerent rates. The sky was clear through
this night, with light winds. At the end of the plot, there is evidence of data loss.
While there may be a weather condition that causes the phone power to stay constant,
this data loss will be assumed to be a bug in the recording device for this work. So
the change in reaction time, precipitation, and data loss are all present in this plot.
Figure 30. Normalized Radar and phone measurements of C2n. The shaded area indi-
cates a period of reported mist.
Comparison of the plots and local weather events has created some interesting
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observations. Large precipitation creates expected spikes in Radar data, but mist
appears to cause a dip in returns. Neither seems to have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on phone
scintillation, but agreement in the Voice to Data lines is poor during precipitation.
This was expected for the Radar - Voice and Radar - Data plots, but not for the
Voice - Data plots.
Plots of the raw phone power are not pictured, but appear to react to weather
events like precipitation. So, the overall power can react to weather events, but
the scintillation about the mean appears to still be related to turbulence. The ten
lowest correlation plots between Voice and Data were compared with the 10 highest
correlation plots. General observations of weather conditions during these periods
suggests that there may be a relationship between how windy and cloudy it is, and
how well the plots agree. Overcast, hazy or misty days appeared to produce good
agreement, and strong, variable winds produce good agreement. Clear weather with
low winds appears to produce poor agreement.
A similar comparison of the weather during plots of high and poor correlation
was done for the Radar - Voice and Radar - Data sets. Deﬁnite trends were not as
obvious in these plots. An obvious dependance of the correlation on wind strength
was not seen. Nor could a relationship between cloud cover and correlation be seen.
Precipitation was still associated with poor correlation. None of the correlations
showed evidence that they were dependent on ﬁle size.
Poor Correlation That May Not Be Directly Related to Weather
Figure 31 is from August 21. The weather was clear, with light but steady winds
during the night that dropped oﬀ at sunrise to below detectable levels. The very
beginning of the plot is from the period just after sunset, which occurred at about
8:25 pm.It can be seen that the phone measurements correlate reasonably well with
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each other, but the Radar plots to dot often agree. There is also a period of data
loss after 8:00 am. This appears to be caused by large gaps in the phone data. Some
measurements in this part of the ﬁle have as much as 15 minutes between them.
Typical measurements are taken at least every second. All three data sets seemed to
show diﬀerent behavior over the night. The correlation between the Data and Voice
channels was still over 0.6, indicating that the phone channels were seeing similar
signals. The data loss was likely to reduce the correlation signiﬁcantly, and it may
have be due to non-weather related eﬀects. The loss of data may have been due to
turbulence signals becoming too small, which makes them indirectly related to the
weather. Since the correlations were high enough to suggest that the cell phone is
measuring turbulence, investigations into why some plots did not correlate will be
left for future work.
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Figure 31. Normalized Radar and phone measurements of C2
n
. The plot characteristics
change dramatically at approximately 7:00 am. This is approximately sunrise, and the
wind speed dropped from a steady wind overnight to almost no winds during the day.
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V. Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Work
Conclusions
The linear correlations of all 42 ﬁles were reasonably strong to very strong, this
coupled with the low p-test values indicates that it is very unlikely that the cell phone
C2n measurements are not correlated to weather radar measurements. The hypothesis
that turbulence along the propagation path is being measured by the phone seems
to be a very likely explanation for this correlation. This work certainly suggests that
further investigation into this remote measurement method is likely to yield good
results, and could eventually lead to a properly calibrated system.
Weather relationships to the various measurement techniques were largely incon-
clusive. Agreement between both signals from the phone seemed to be best when the
weather was cloudy and windy. The Radar and phone measurements did not corre-
late well during rain. This was expected, but does not do anything to suggest how
the phone signal responds in precipitation. Measurement of turbulence in rain may
be diﬃcult because the rain would be expected to interfere with microwave and IR
scintillometers or temperature based wind probes. However, given the longer wave-
length of cell phone signals, it is reasonable to assume that precipitation causes less
masking of the turbulence than the shorter wavelength Radar.
The advantage of using the cell phone signals has been that it is relatively easy
to collect data over long periods of time. The large amount of data, and the long
span over which it was taken has allowed for a strong statistical determination to be
made. Furthermore, the lack of expensive equipment makes this investigation easily
justiﬁed as a preliminary step.
There were also disadvantages to using the cell phone. At times measurements
could not be taken because the phone was needed for personal use. Furthermore the
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application required large amounts of power, and the phone would quickly discharge
if it was not plugged in when taking measurements. From a measurement standpoint,
there are several unknowns that prevent proper calibration. The phone’s attenuation
is not known, nor is the calibration, the signal power measurement method, the
data keys being used, the actual bandwidth, the settings of the rake ﬁlter, nor the
communication frequency. The data logging software was buggy at best, and getting
the phone to take long measurements involved careful use of the phone, and a fair bit
of luck.
Some of these disadvantages could be overcome with improved programming of
the phones. It is likely that the phone can be made to take measurements in a
more reliable way. The power requirements could be reduced by allowing the user
to turn oﬀ the GPS system for periods when the phone will not be moved. Many of
these disadvantages can be overcome with dedicated hardware. Having phones that
are only used for experimentation and could allow for more continuous measurements
over long periods. It may be possible to tap into the phone’s hardware and software in
order to track the attenuator, band ﬁlter, and decode settings. Even more usefulness
could be gained from purpose built transmitter and receiver hardware.
Most of the work, in terms of time and eﬀort, were involved in writing the code
that can get C2n from weather radar ﬁles, and the code that determines how to cor-
relate measurements taken by the phone with the available radar ﬁles. The code for
extracting the path-averaged reﬂectivity was written as a set of C header ﬁles, using
ANSI C and NASA’s RSL library. This should allow the code to be integrated into
other works.
This work makes signiﬁcant progress towards providing a real-time passive solution
for sensing turbulence on the battleﬁeld. Turbulence measurements of this sort can be
done using many types of RF signals in addition to cell signals. Other possible sources
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include communications or Radar signals. It may be found that a cooperative signal,
like a com link, could be used as a scintillometer in addition to its normal duties
with no signiﬁcant impact on the device functionality. Furthermore, uncooperative
signals, like a radar or communications link, may provide a scintillation measurement
capability for the line of sight path from a target.
This RF measurement technique could be used to better estimate range and adap-
tive optics capabilities for directed energy weapons in real time. The wide area cov-
erage of RF signals may allow for a 2D or 3D mapping of the turbulence in a region.
These maps may help to predict the turbulence that will be encountered in during an
engagement. Finally, this measurement method is inexpensive and provides a mobile,
and reasonably persistent measurement capability that traditional scintillometry does
not. This could be as asset for adaptive optics testing, providing an instrument for
measuring turbulence in an area that is easier to set up than line of sight scintillome-
ters.
Another possible application is improvement of data rates for CDMA digital com-
munications technology. It is quite possible that some encoding schemes will be more
susceptible to turbulence than others. If this is true, then frequency allocation rules
can be augmented with a turbulence table. This may allow for better apparent signal
strength by allowing users that are already contending with weaker signals use the
more robust encoding keys. For periods of low turbulence, encoding with a scheme
that provides a higher data rate, but requires better SNR may be preferable. The
encoding could also be adjusted for periods of strong turbulence: making the signal
more robust at a cost of lowering the overall data rate.
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Suggestions for Future Work
A logical next step for further work is to improve the calibration of the phone
measurements. Several steps will be required to improve our understanding of how
turbulence eﬀects cell phone signals. From a hardware perspective, a purpose built
measurement instrument is important. This is needed to help remove uncertainties
in the signal characteristics, and better investigate the cause of hypersensitivity in
the phone.
Verifying CDMA Hyper-Sensitivity
One issue aﬀecting the phone measurement method is uncertainty in why the
signal strength varies as much as it does. An experiment to test this can be done
with a directive receiver. According to the relationship used for optical scintillometers,
the amplitude scintillation should be much less than the measured signal scintillation.
A directive receiver pointed at the transmitter should be able to measure the power
received on a straight line path from the transmitter. The CDMA signal is noise-like
so a measurement of the power received within the band should have much lower
scintillation than the cell phone power. This measurement should give a sense of
how much of the power variation is from amplitude scintillation, and how much is
power from multipath, and phase scintillation. The direction for further research will
depend on the results of such a study, so this would be an important next step.
A directive receiver on the phone may also be useful for reducing multipath fading.
This may help to increase correlation.
A method for determining the data key would be useful. This could allow for the
sensitivity of diﬀerent keys to be checked. Because of the limited number of keys,
a look-up table may be used to determine calibration adjustments based on the key
being used. Each tower emits a standard identiﬁcation and synchronization key. Since
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this signal is predictable, and consistent, it may be used to do CDMA measurements
without needing an active phone line. This would be a useful key to calibrate because
it would be easier to exploit for passive measurement.
A more thorough investigation into the expected eﬀects of propagation on CDMA
power would be useful for determining what turbulence parameters are most visible
to the phone.
Over time, modiﬁcations to Kolmogorov’s spectrum have been made that im-
prove the agreement of the theory with observations. The changes focus primarily
on behavior of the model at the dissipation range. [2] For this work, the wavelengths
involved are 10 cm for radar and about 16 cm for the cell phone. This means that
the smallest eddies are smaller than the wavelength being used, so the implications of
the newer models may not signiﬁcantly aﬀect the direct path scintillation calculation.
The defocusing process for the cell phone will be based on eddies that are, in general,
larger than l0. However, the smaller eddies may create scattering in cell phone bands
that is not expected for the shorter wavelengths of microwave, IR spectrometers.
These scattering eﬀects are noted, but development of scintillation based on them is
outside the scope of this work. It is expected that the size of the inner scale eddies
and their energy distribution may have a strong eﬀect on calibration of Cell phone
measurements. However, the longer wavelengths of the Radar and Cell signals makes
them better suited to detection of turbulence that is outside the outer scale of the
Kolmogorov spectrum. This may allow for detection and measurement of turbulence
over long paths, where saturation makes other scintillation techniques impractical.
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Appendix A. CDMA Encoding → Decoding
Due to limitations on the available resources needed for communication, a method
must be employed for cell phone companies to be able to divide the available com-
munication capacity among their subscribers. The amount of data that can be sent
in a communication channel is dependent on the Power, Bandwidth, and Time avail-
able to the channel. There are several strategies that can be implemented to allocate
portions of these resources to each user. The resource allocation methods are based
on sharing the resource in such a way to reduce interference among the users. The
division types can be classiﬁed by the resource being shared.
1. Band Division: Dividing the available bandwidth into subsections, and allotting
a band to each user.
2. Time Division: Divide the resource use in time and have the users to take turns
using the channel.
3. Power Division: Separate the users channels in such a way that the power of
each user’s channel appears to be acceptably small to other users.
CDMA is a form of the third type of subdivision. In CDMA, users do not subdivide
the available bandwidth, nor do they take turns using the bandwidth. Instead, they
use a special encoding that allows them to subdivide the available power. Before
discussing how CDMA accomplishes the power division, it will be helpful to relate
another form of power division, spatial separation. In spatial separation, each channel
is separated by a great enough distance that the channels do not interfere. This is
easily accomplished by physically separating the Transmitter (Tx) and Receiver (Rx)
pairs of each channel from the Tx - Rx pairs of other channels. This can be done
either with distance, or with a physical barrier that blocks wave transmission.
CDMA achieves power division using a specialized encoding scheme. Code division
reduces the amount of interference that each user receives from other users resulting
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in a similar eﬀect to physical separation. The energy of other users adds to the
background noise. An example of how this as accomplished is presented below. The
overlying theory is based on orthogonality. Each user is assigned a binary code that
is orthogonal to all the other users. This code is used as a carrier for the data that is
being sent. Since all of the carriers are orthogonal, it is possibly to diﬀerentiate the
users signal from all the others. So the base station is able to send all of the users’
data simultaneously and across the same band. The codes are then used to extract
each user’s data, with their portion of the total energy, from the ensemble signal that
was sent.
For transmission from the base station, synchronous CDMA is used. Production
of synchronous CDMA signals involves using a ﬁnite set of orthogonal codes. Each
user’s data is carried by one of these codes. Viterbi gives three requirements for
the codes in Chapter 2 of his book. [17]. These requirements call for the CDMA
waveform that is transmitted to appear like white noise. For synchronous CDMA the
tower broadcasts all of the the users’ data simultaneously. While each user’s data
may be a two-level digital signal, the sum of these signals will not look like a digital
signal, but will approximate white noise. To see this, consider the sum of the signals
from N users at one moment in time, t. Each user’s signal at time t is drawn from
the set [−1, 1] with equal probability, P (x = 1) = P (x = −1) = 1
2
. The sum y of N





This creates a zero mean binomial distribution. So at each time t, the level of
the aggregate signal is pulled from a binomial distribution of N trials. It can be
shown [17] that this signal, y(t) will look approximately like white noise for large N.
For the power division to work, each code must be orthogonal to all the other
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codes. For example, a 4-bit set of codes could be the set in table 2.
Table 2. Some Basic Orthogonal Codes
User No Code
1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 -1 -1
3 1 -1 1 -1
4 1 -1 -1 1
These codes have been converted from the customary binary values of ”0” and
”1” to ”-1” and ”1”. This step is done because the ﬁnal signal will be sent out as
a set of voltages on an antenna, and should have an average (DC) value of 0. Each
user’s code can be used to carry data by multiplying the entire code by the value to
be carried. For example, the user code [-1 -1 1 1] can be used to carry a binary 1 by
multiplying by the vector by 1,
[ −1 −1 1 1 ] = 1 ∗ [ −1 −1 1 1 ]. (14)
The same code can be used to carry a -1 by multiplication too.
[ 1 1 −1 −1 ] = −1 ∗ [ −1 −1 1 1 ]. (15)
Each bit of data that is to be sent to a user is combined in this manner with their
code. This decreases the data rate by 1/N, where N is the number of bits in the code.
However, each user is allowed to use the entire available bandwidth, so their data
rate after this reduction is still high. While the user codes go from -1 to 1 in this
example, the actual range is varied based on the channel requirements. So the user’s
code in the example above may be scaled by some value a to be [-a -a a a] where a is
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a real number and a > 0. The tower will decide how to scale each user’s data based
on the needs of each channel, and the total power constraints of the tower. Practical
CDMA codes are much longer than 4 bits so that many users can be accommodated.
Decoding of the data is done by taking the zero-lag correlation between the re-
ceived signal and the code. Positive correlation values indicate that a 1 was sent,
negative correlation values indicate a -1, and zero correlation indicates that no data
was sent. An illustrative example of encoding and decoding data is presented below.
This example is simpliﬁed from practical techniques so that the encoding and decod-
ing method can be presented. For this example the digital word for the ascii letter ’a’
will be sent. It is composed of 8 bits: 0110 0001. This letter will be combined with
three users’ signals. The total data package will require 8× 4 = 32 bits total.
First, the data is expanded to match the length of eight codes.
Table 3. The binary word 0110 0001 expanded out for encoding.
0000 1111 1111 0000 0000 0000 0000 1111
Next, it is combined with a user’s code in XOR logic, and converted to ”-1”, ”1”
binary.
Table 4. An example of encoding the binary word 0110 0001 with the user code 1001.
Data 0000 1111 1111 0000 0000 0000 0000 1111
Code 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001
XOR 1001 0110 0110 1001 1001 1001 1001 0110
Conversion 1-1-1 1 -1 1 1-1 -1 1 1-1 1-1-1 1 1-1-1 1 1-1-1 1 1-1-1 1 -1 1 1-1
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Then, the codes from all the users are summed up.
Table 5. Combining several users’ signals into one signal.
User 1 1-1-1 1 -1 1 1-1 -1 1 1-1 1-1-1 1 1-1-1 1 1-1-1 1 1-1-1 1 -1 1 1-1
User 2 -1-1 1 1 -1-1 1 1 1 1-1-1 -1-1 1 1 -1-1 1 1 -1-1 1 1 -1-1 1 1 -1-1 1 1
User 3 -1 1-1 1 -1 1-1 1 1-1 1-1 -1 1-1 1 -1 1-1 1 -1 1-1 1 1-1 1-1 1-1 1-1
Signal -1-1-1 3 -3 1 1 1 1 1 1-3 -1-1-1 3 -1-1-1 3 -1-1-1 3 1-3 1 1 -1-1 3-1
After Reception, the inner product of each user’s code is taken with the signal,
positive values indicate a binary 0, negative values indicate a binary 1, and zeros
would indicate no data.
Table 6. Decoding Data
Word Code Dot Product Binary Value
-1-1-1 3 1-1-1 1 4 0
-3 1 1 1 1-1-1 1 -4 1
1 1 1-3 1-1-1 1 -4 1
-1-1-1 3 1-1-1 1 4 0
-1-1-1 3 1-1-1 1 4 0
-1-1-1 3 1-1-1 1 4 0
1-3 1 1 1-1-1 1 4 0
-1-1 3-1 1-1-1 1 -4 1
The decoding step in CDMA signals may aﬀect power measurements. The process
is easiest to describe in frequency space. While the environment is nearly identical
for each frequency in the band, there will be some diﬀerences. As the power and
phase in each frequency component of the signal changes, the correlation strength
will tend to decrease. It is proposed that the signal power is based on the correlation
strength, so changes in the correlation strength will manifest themselves as changes in
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the signal strength. Phase and amplitude changes in each frequency component will
reduce the correlation strength of the signals, and appear as power loss because the
highest correlation is for identical signals, and all other correlations must be equal to
or less than this value. [11]
The RF propagation model is also signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the beam model
of LASER and Microwave Scintillometers. The cell phone signal often arrives from
several paths after one or more reﬂections. Each of these paths will have passed
through turbulence separated by more than the correlation length. So each path
is sampling statistically independent turbulence. For each frequency component in
the signal, the apparent lengths of each path will be diﬀerent. This is compounded
by the fact that the base station uses a phase array to steer the beam, and thus the
direction of the initial beam will be slightly diﬀerent for each frequency. The resulting
interference at the receiver may be diﬀerent enough across the band of the signal to
signiﬁcantly aﬀect the correlation strength of the received signal with the user’s code.
It is not yet known how signiﬁcant the interference variation across the band
is. It has been seen that the data and voice signals sometimes show independent
variation. This suggests that the signals may have diﬀerent sensitivity to turbulence.
Each code has a diﬀerent frequency representation, and may thus have a diﬀerent
interaction with the environment. Another explanation for the diﬀerent responses
may be that the turbulence eﬀect is not much stronger than other processes, and
in weak cases these other (and possibly uncorrelated) processes begin to dominate.
Further investigation of these eﬀects will be easier with purpose built hardware.
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Appendix B. Phone Logging Application
Programming of the Android logging system was done using the Android SDK.
The Android OS has some major diﬀerences from other Linux OS distributions. These
diﬀerences aﬀected how the data logging application was implemented.
In a typical OS, there is a user account for each person that will be using the device.
Several users can be logged onto the same device, but their programs and many of
their documents are separate from each other. There are also system accounts, which
are similar to user accounts, but are meant for programs that are automatically
loaded and controlled. For each user that is logged in, their resources (ﬁles, processor
scheduling, and the like) is made available to open applications. This can be a security
risk because an application can access resources that belong to other applications.
In the Android OS, each application is assigned its own user account. This helps
to isolate the program from other programs and the OS. In addition to separate
accounts, each application is launched into a virtual machine. The virtual machine
is controlled by an underlying program that can present system resources to each
application as needed.
Because of this user structure, access to the phone signal power and location are
provided using a broadcast receiver . The broadcast receiver is turned on and listens
for system-wide announcements sent from the GPS, and phone signal power services.
When these services broadcast, then the program can choose to act. This process is
depicted in Figure 32
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Figure 32. Cartoon of the process by which the Android phone updates the power level
to the data logging software.
A consequence of this process is that the logging application cannot request the
data on a regular time interval. Each data record is taken in response to a change
in the signal level. So the sampling rate varies randomly from sample to sample.
This is undesirable for in instrument that is attempting to take discrete samples
of a continuous variable. Among other problems, this sampling method leads to
undesirable gaps in the data record.
The GPS system in the phone works in a similar manner to the power level
monitor. When the data program is started it requires GPS updates. In order to
get them, it broadcasts a request for GPS information to the OS. The OS then
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turns on the GPS receiver. The GPS receiver is its own program that runs in the
backgrounds and updates the phone’s position with a system broadcast. The logging
application runs a listener. When the listener hears an broadcast from the GPS, it
reacts according to the information in the broadcast. In most cases this ends up
causing an update in the data lag. Other cases are typically error messages, and are
handled accordingly.
Each broadcast from the phones power level monitor includes the power level of the
voice and data connection. This is true even if only one or the other has changed. The
broadcast also includes information about the base station location and ID number.
All of this information is recorded along with the system time, the phone location,
and the estimated path length. The information is stored in a text ﬁle. The ﬁle names
have a standard format that includes the time the ﬁle was created. The text ﬁles are
stored in the phone’s external storage. This allows them to be easily accessed.
It was noticed that there are very large gaps spanning more than an hour in some
of the logs. It was also noticed that the application occasionally shut down on its
own. Additional debugging time has not been spent to ﬁx these issues. A hard drive
crash and poor backup procedures resulted in loss of the source code for the logging
software. If time is available, the author intends to re-write the software, but the
original source code for the data logging application is not currently available.
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Appendix C. Radar Data Extraction Library
The Radar library functions were adopted directly from a method developed by
the CDE for measuring C2n from weather Radar returns. The function relating the
path averaged reﬂectivity to C2n is given in Chapter III equation 10. Chapter III
also discusses the idea of the path averaged reﬂectivity. This section will go into
more detail of how the new library ﬁnds the proper Radar ﬁle, and extracts the path
averaged reﬂectivity.
Radar ﬁles for the summer were downloaded and indexed. The index ﬁle is a
text ﬁle with the time stamp of every radar image recorded, the path to the tarball
containing the compressed images, and the image ﬁle name. This was done so that
the calling program can ﬁnd and extract the proper image ﬁle, based on when it was
recorded.
Radar ﬁles are organized based on a hierarchy of objects. Details of the radar
structures are available on NASA’s TRMM RSL website. [14] On the top level are
several diﬀerent types of measurements called radar volumes. For this work, the
reﬂectivity volume was used. Each Volume is then broken up in vertically stacked
rings called radar sweeps. The sweeps are then broken up in the azmuthal direction
into radar rays. Each ray is then subdivided by range increments into bins. In Figure
33 the lowest elevation sweep is depicted showing the bins and rays of a clear air
return. A cartoon of a 3-D sweep is presented in Figure 34
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Figure 33. Wilmington NEXRAD Radar image showing clear air returns from the
Miami Valley region. The red lines are major highways in the area.
Radar images do not have standard spacings for the sweeps, rays and bins. Each
volume that is opened has information about the number of sweeps, and their spac-
ing. Each sweep, when opened has information about the number of rays, and their
spacing. The number of rays can be diﬀerent in every sweep within a single ﬁle.
Bins are similar to rays and sweeps in that each ray may have diﬀerent bin spacing,
with diﬀerent initial distances, and diﬀerent numbers of bins. Furthermore, there are
missing bins, rays, sweeps and volumes. In order to prevent crashes, it is important
to check each element and make sure that it is not empty before trying to access the
data.
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Figure 34. Cartoon of a weather radar sweep. The azimuthal divisions of the sweeps
are rays, and the radial divisions of the rays are bins. In each radar sweep it is possible
for rays or bins to be missing. Also the spacing and number of bins varies from ray to
ray, the spacing and number of rays varies from sweep to sweep.
The lack of a constant or deﬁned structure made the automation code rather
complicated. The process for determining the path is outlined below. The author
and committee chair will maintain a copy of the C library. A copy may be requested
by contacting Dr. Fiorino or Lee Burchett at the CDE in the Engineering Physics
department of AFIT.
Once the radar ﬁle is opened, and the path has been deﬁned, a starting bin is
found. The point is converted into a radial distance with azimuth and elevation. The
elevation of the starting point is used to determine the most likely starting sweep, ray,
and bin. This bin is found, and the point where the path exits this bin is calculated.
That point is used to determine which bin the path goes into next. Once this bin is
found, the exit point is calculated, and the next bin is found. This continues until
the end of the path is found.
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For each bin that the path passes through, the length of the path segment in
that bin is calculated. This length, leni, is then used to determine how strongly the
bin’s reﬂectivity, Ri will be weighted when determining the path averaged reﬂectivity,








Which was given before as equation 9.
Null bins are not counted toward Raverage, and the length, leni, that the path
passes through while in that bin is subtracted from Ltotal. This is done so that the
null bins do not aﬀect the path averaged reﬂectivity. Most of the complexity is in the
checks and estimation of where the path will go next. Adjacent rays and sweeps do
not necessarily have the same spacing structure. So, if the path exits into another ray
or sweep, then the new ray or sweep must be opened and the entrance point must be
searched for. This is compounded by the fact that some rays, bins, and sweeps are
empty. The entrance and exit points and path length are all calculated with the true
bin structure, which is similar in shape to a spherical Δr,Δθ,Δφ sector. In some
cases, the entire path passes through empty data, or possibly is in just one bin. The
radar libraries attempt to hide all of this behind a simple function that is passed the




absolute temperature is the temperature of the air at its current pressure. This is
the measure of the average kinetic energy of all of the molecules in the air.. 9
base station is sometimes reﬀered to as a cell-tower, but is not always a tower. Base
stations are the physical tranciever and antenna(s) that communicate with users
in a wireless communication ’cell’.. 3, 19, 25, 80
bin is the smallest 3-D element from a radar sweep. Each bin is depicted as having
a constant measured value throughout.. 30, 81
boundary layer is sometimes referred to the planatary boundary layer and is the
layer of the atmosphere that extends from the ground up to the lowest level of
the geostrophic winds. It is the layer in which sheer stress between the constant
geostpropic winds and the stationary air at the surface in combination with the
boyant motion of air heated by the ground and corriolis forces cause a constantly
turbulent environment.. 1, 8, 13
broadcast receiver is a type of object available to Android applications. The re-
ceiver listens for system broadcasts of a certain type. When it hears a broadcast,
the listener can trigger execution part of an application’s code.. 78
dispersion is the process by which EM waves at diﬀerent frequencies are made
to propagate at diﬀerent speeds. Dispersion results in the various frequency
compononts of a signal arriving at diﬃrent times often via diﬀerent paths.. 16,
21
dispersive is the quality of materials whose index of refraction is not 1 which causes
the speed of the wave’s propagation to vary with the frequency of the wave. This
89
leads to problems in sending data because the various frequency components of
a signal can arrive at the reciever at diﬀerent times, leading eventally to a loss
of signal for long propagation paths.. 13
potential temperature is the temperature that the air would be if it were brought
to standard pressure, 1000 millibars, without adding or removing heat.. 9
radar ray is a line of radar bins extending out in a line from the center of the radar
image.. 81
radar sweep is the aggregate of radar rays at one elevation. Several sweeps are
stacked vertically to create one radar volume.. 81
radar volume is the 3-D aggregate of data bins of the same measurement type
taken from a radar scan. Each radar ﬁle contains several volumes for the types
of measurements available to the radar. Measurement type examples include
reﬂectivity, velocity, spectrum width, corrected reﬂectivity, and received power..
30, 81
relative humidity is the ratio of the pressure that all the water would have if it
alone occupied the volume, to the vapor pressure of water at the temperature
and pressure of the air.. 9
scintillation is rapid changes in power received over a period of time.. 5
structure constant is a number that describes the average variation in a measur-
able quantity within a unit volume. . 5
virtual machine is a simulated computer. Virtual machines are run on a ’host’
computer and use software to simulate computer hardware that ’guest’ software
can be installed on. The virtual nature allows for the host to control the amount
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of memory and the devices that the guest can see. The guest does not see the
host OS, and is only aware of the virtual devices that are presented to it.. 78
water mixing ratio is the ratio of the mass of water to the mass of air.. 9
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